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Union To Vote

Labor Agreement To Be Up
For Workers’ Approval
At Meeting Tonight
A meeting of seafood workers
has been called for tonight at the
G A R. Hall at 7.30 by Thomas
Eagan, local representative of the
Atlantic Fishermen’s Union.
Either Patrick McHugh or Daniel
McMillan, union officials out of
Boston, are expected to be present
at the session.
Eagan said that the meeting is
for the purpose of drawing up and
approving a labor relations agree
ment which is to be presented to
Birds Eye fillet plant heads. Eagan
explained that the agreement has
been drawn by a committee select
ed at a previous meeting and must
now be approved by union mem
bers.
The meeting comes at the height
of an unprecedented slack period
in the big fillet plant which at peak
season employs over 200. The staff
has been cut to only slightly 90.
The severe Winter has held small
trawlers in port the greater part of
the time. General Foods trans
ferred two of its big steel trawlers
to Boston a few weeks ago to take
advantage of the high ground fish
prices in that port. However, com
pany officials predict the return of
the craft to Rockland in the
Spring
Eagan said that the National
Labor Relations Board approved
the union election at the Birds Eye
plant some time ago. Referring to
the delay between approval by
NLRB and the completing of an
agreement, Eagan said "Due to
lack of work, we are not doing any
hurrying or hustling on it. We are
waiting until things get going at
the plant.”
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MAIN STREET FROM SUMMER TO PARK CLEARED
OF HEAVY SNOWFALL BY WEDNESDAY NIGHT

The Black Cat
By the Horine Reporter

When you park that car, there’*
one thing more
Before you open that left-hand
door.
A careful look to the rear could be
The difference ’tween life . . .
and eternity
—Poet Laureate, MSP..

Fred (Jeff) Mealey looked the
picture of health when he walked
into The Courier-Gazette office
yesterday, but a sick spell had
shortened his stay in Florida to sev
en days, which he spent at Vere
Beach, where the Brooklyn Dodger*
are to do their Spring training. A
side trip was made to West Palm
Beach where, as guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Jones he was treated to
a motor trip around that interest
ing area. Fred submitted to The
Black Cat a copy of the Vero Beach
Press Journal.

IBOVE—Mammoth snow piles melted before city crews yesterday as two loaders and 10 trucks, plus
25 hand -hovelers were put to work by Public Works Superintendent Jack Cates. Snow removal opera
tions went on from 7 a ni. until 10 p m with only brief periods for meals. An estimated 3,250 cubic yards
oi snow w, .- removed from Main street. The overhead shovel and snow ioader met opposite the Thorndike
Hotel in earlv alternon. One had started at Park street and the other at Summer By 10 p m„ they had
reached the opposite end of their assigned sections, clearing the main business district completely. The
heaviest snowfall in two decades was handled readily by the city crews who expect to be occupied two
more days to , lear business section side streets and above Summer street and below Park street.
BELOW—Mountains of snow had to be shoveled off sidewalks by hand to allow the snow loaders
lo reach it. In idea of the drifts may be gained by comparing heighths with the two shovelers who are
nearly -ix feet in height. One snow loader is crippled today, but trucks, the overhead shovel and hand
shovelers ire on the joh this morning. P.ockland can probably claim, without dispute, the honor of being
the first cit, in the storm area to clear its business section. Co-operation of motorists in keeping off Main
street contributed largely to the success of the project Wednesday as police turned out in force to direct
traffic.

Two New Candidates Swell
List Of Office Seekers
At March 3 Meeting

DUE TO CONDITIONS CAUSED BY
RECENT STORM

A & P STORES WILL BE OPEN AS
USUAL ALL DAY FRIDAY, FEB. 22
Fish and Game Supper

POSTPONED

The Fish and Game Assn. Supper
Meeting Planned For Tonight is
Postponed to

THURSDAY, MARCH 20
SAME PLACE—Thomaston K. P. Hall
SAME PROGRAM—and a
GRAND SUPPER
See You Thurs., March 20—K. P. Hall. Thomaston

—

passed within three feet of the
store.
Work of the firemen has been de
scribed as a remarkable “stop.” A
i Continued on Page Slxi

NOTICE
The Office of

FRIED CLAM SUPPER
TONIGHT-THURSDAY-FEB. 21
SERVINGS AT 5.30 and 6.30
"ALL YOU CAN EAT"
Pratt Memorial
METHODIST VESTRY—ROCKLAND
ADULTS $1.25

CHILDREN 65c

Chief Cook—The Famous “HARMON” of Scarboro.

Mrs. Joseph Belyea, 224 Camden
1 street called The Courier-Gazette
office this morning to say: “Better
s late than never. Although he was
two days late and came on snow
shoes this morning we were cer
tainly glad to see Sidney Stinson,
Jr., with our milk.”

Warren Fire

Fire, believed by Warren firemen
I to have started on the roof around
a tiie chimney destroyed the one
room camp and connecting bath
house of John Puolakka at North
j Warren, early Sunday morning.
Flames spread rapidly over the
small building, and the owner was
; unable to save anything except the
clothes he was wearing, and a sum
of money he carried in his pocket.
In an effort to save some of his
belongings, he went into the build
ing during the fire, and had to
crawl out on his hands and knees,
the heat was so intense.
He is temporarily located with
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mank at
North Warren, until such time he
can move into his newly built house
near Stratton’s Corner North Wal
doboro.
.
„ -------

DR. H 3. WEISMAN

Will Be Closed from
Feb. 27 to April 1
ir

O'

;i

Highway
Commissioner
Fred
Cates wore a contented look yes
terday as he watched the two snow
loaders gobbling up the huge snow
drifts on Main street. Before the
task could be tackled the 52 miles
of Rockland streets needs must re
ceive attention, and he was happy
to state that this had been done,
with the exception of a few short
lanes on which the plows could not
operate. The side streets will be
creases in teacher’s salaries call taken care of an soon as the Main
for about $1,400 additional.
street work is completed.
A new school bus and other costs
For social items in The Oourlerof pupil conveyance will boost that
tt
item by 12,340 Proposed remodel Oazette, Phone 1044, City.
The Budget Committee Lists Items Which ing of the girl’s basement at the I
high school to provide rooms for 1
May Boost School Budget To $48,000;
larging the mannual training quar STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE
ters will cost $850. Another pro So. Thomaston Grange Hall
Town Meeting To Be Held March 31
posed article for $1,325 for paint- ; EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Woodcock's Orchestra—8.30 to 12.
ing the High School,
DOOR PRIZE WEEKLY
Everett said that the old school
A school budget of $48,873.88 has ren Everett says the amount is sn
6-Th&B-tt
(Continued on Page Six)
1
been approved by the Thomaston increase of $8340 over last year's
Budget Committee and a. tides school budget.
asking that total will be submitted
Increases in teacher's salaries and
to the annual town meeting on i those of janitors, a new school bus
PUBLIC NOTICE
March 31.
and painting and remodeling of
School board chairman, J. W’ar- the high school are the chief add
This is to notify my good friends and customers
ed items of expense this year.
that I have severed relations with my former em
The janitor at the Laura Libby ;
school will be put on a full time
ployer and am now in the Used Car business for
basis at an added cost of $850. In- I
!s

THOMASTON BUDGET UPPED $8,340

NOTICE

MOST ROCKLAND
GROCERY STORES

BASKETBALL

WILL REMAIN OPEN
Washington's Birthday
February 22

LOST—FOUND?

Rockland

Will whoever made love
to an anvil, blower, cone
and various other blacksmithing items at a cer
tain place on Nor'West
side of Horse-Point road,
Port Clyde, kindly return
same just as quietly and
privately as when remov
ing. Within 2 weeks no
questions asked.
Big
thanks for the favor.

Chamber of Commerce

AGENT FOR OWNERS

23 25

TV

Patrons of the local Woolworth
store will be interested to know
that last years sales amounted to
$684,180,297. This compared with
$532,135,790 in 1950, but costs and
tax rise cut the net to $31,255,894.
Quite a busy corporation, if you
ask us.

A. C. McLoon had a reserved
seat for the Pooler drug store
runaway. He sat in Littleflejd’s
office window across the street,
heard the clatter and saw the
horse go through into the store.
He found the horse subdued and
trembling inside the store when he
got there.

George A. Buck announces his
i candidacy for nomination for sec
ond Selectman at the annual meet
ing March 3. He previously has
served on the school committee of
1 the town.
Papers are in circulation for Wal
ter Tolman of East Warren, candii date for nomination as second as
sessor for the coming year. A na
tive of West Rockport, he has been
a resident of Warren for 16 months.

Puolakka Camp and Bath
House Razed In Sunday
Morning Blaze

The senseless squabble which ls
going on in Korea, designed orig
inally as a peace treaty is getting
nowhere fast. We stay at homes
who have been longing for the end
must content ourselves with tha
fact that the Major League base
ball teams have gone into Spring
training Spring, you know, is onl,
a few weeks away—right around the
corner of those 10-foot snowdrifts,

The Rockland Florist who suc
ceeded in getting a taxi during the
blizzard found on reaching his
place of business that he had left
his keys at home. Zounds! But he
was no worse off than the man
who had mangled a taxi to flnd
that he had forgotten his uppers
and low’ers.

Warren Politics

The Walter Britto Market at the
junction of Camden and * Cedar
streets burned at 3 a. m. today
with a loss estimated to be in ex
cess of $15,000 in building, stock
and fixtures.
The blaze, which apparently
started on the ground floor of the
two and one-half story structure,
which has been a city landmark for
years, was discovered about 3 a. m.
The alarm was turned in by Calvin
Robinson who lives in the area,
who pulled box 411 at 301 a. m.
Some 45 feet of telephone com
pany cable, which pas ts close to
the building was damaged by the
intense heat.
Manager Farns
worth of the telephone company
said this morning that service to
511 telephones in the North End
was cut off, plus all toll circuits to
Camden.
Camden service was re-routed
through Belfast with only a brief
delay. Local lines will be re
placed by line crews by this eve
ning. Some will receive service
as early as this noon. Cable splicing
crews were called as the fire was
in progress.
Cable splicers and
linemen
worked under the glare of flood
lights provided by the fire depart
ment as soon as the blaze was
knocked down. The phone cable

Thursday
Issue

Rockland High School vs.
Rockland High School Alumni
Rockland Community Bldg.
SATl RDAY, ELB. 23. 7 p. m.
Adults 60c — Students 40c
Children 15c. No Tax.
Both Boys’ and Girls’ Games.

myself.
I have the following fine selection of Used Cars
for sale
19 50 CHEVROLET STYLELINE TUDOR

1949 DODGE CORONET 4-DOOR SEDAN
1947 PLYMOUTH SPECIAL DELUXE 4-DOOR
SEDAN
1947 CHEVROLET CONVERTIBLE
1946 PLYMOUTH CLUB COUPE

WASHINGTON'S EVE PARTY

TONIGHT—

1946 PONTIAC 4-DOOR SEDAN
1941 CHEVROLET 4-DOOR SEDAN

AMERICAN LEGION HOME—ROCKLAND
Featuring

Evelyn's All Girl Revue

Doug Vinal’s Music
DOOR DONATION 50c

XAVIER G. WINCHENBAUGH
179 SOUTH MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL 1334-R
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Fox Hound Events

Trials Will Be Started Sat
urday-Next One On
March 1
A meeting was held at Tamarack
Lodge, Rockport, Peb 13 with 24
memDers present. Final plans were
laid tor the coming Field Tilal
events, originally scheduled for
Feb 16. 23 and March 1.
However, it was necessary to
postpone Feb. 16 trial, because of
poor running conditions, and trials
will now be held Feb. 23. March 1.
and March 8, barring further post
ponements.
Entries are now being taken for
the Fox Hour d events, and only
requirements necessary are that the
owner must be a member of the
Club, the dog shall not be in heat, j
Cost of membership SI. Cost of en
try for each dog $1.
The trial will be held as origin
ally planned at Buzzell Hill, meet
ing place, East Union Grange Hall
at 8 a. m. Dogs to be cast at 9 a.

m.
Location of future trials to be
announced
Portable canteen service will be
available with sandwiches and cof
fee to be served to all participating.
Three prizes will be awarded.

NORTH WALDOBORO
Miss Sandra Libby of Northport
is spending a week with her grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Smith.
Lincoln Pomona will meet with
Maple Grange. North Waldoboro.
Saturday for a day meeting.
Miss Donna Mank was Saturday
night guest of Miss Rachel Mitchell
Master Sherwood Reynolds of
Thomaston is spending a week
with his grandfather, Cleveland
Walker.
Miss Joan Robinson of the Gor
ham Teachers’ College is spending
her vacation with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Levi Robinson.
Mrs. Elva Borneman is visiting
in Warren for a week.
Mrs. Florence Mank and Maude
Mank were guests last Friday of
Mrs. Ann Day in Thomaston.
Mr and Mrs. Wendell Genthner
and son Eddie were Sunday guests i
of Mr. and Mrs. Lavander Newbert.

OWL’S HEAD
Mrs. Edna Willis of Ash Point
is a patient at Hebron Sanitar
ium and her address is Green
wood Mountain, Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Weeks
have returned to Ash Point after
a visit ta their former home in
Massachusetts.
Extension Association
The Extension Association met
Feb. 14 at the home of Mrs. Inez
Montgomery. Mrs. Vern Mathaison,
home management leader, conduct
ed the subject "Do Your Own ,
Wallpapering." Mrs. Inez Mont
gomery, Mrs. Belle Robarts and
Mrs. Ellena Fjedette served a
square meal for health consisting
of chicken pie, mashed turnip,
green peas, beet Valentine heart,
molded
cottage cheese
salad,
graham molasses bread, orange
slices with custard sauce and pea
nut butter cookies. The table de
corations carried out the Valen
tine motif with plastic trees deco
rated with red and white hearts.
Others present weie Mrs. Mary !
Fales, Mrs. Susie Lamb. Mrs. Ef- ■
fie Dyer, Mrs. Margaret Knowlton,
Mrs. Mildred Edwards, Mrs. MaryDyer, Mrs. Ruth Wiggin, Mrs. Ni
na Perry, Mrs. Barbara Crudell,
Mrs. Lucy Stewart, Mrs. Irene Pippicello, Mrs. Mary Epps, Mrs. Ed
na Wotton, Mrs. Miriam Isbell, j
Mrs. Helen Montgomery, Mrs. Lou
ise Ingraham, Mrs. Marie Nuppula,
Mrs. Virginia Wall, Mrs. Louise
Kenney of St. George; Mrs. Bar
bara Hemphill. Mrs. Alma Walker
Mrs. Kay Philbrook and Mrs.
Frances Montgomery.
Birthday Celebrated

Mrs. Ellena Fredette was com
pletely surprised Saturday night
when a group of friends, all mem
bers of the former "M” Club gath
ered at her home to help celebrate
her birthday. Cards were played
and refreshments served including
a birthday cake made and beauti
fully decorated by Frances Mont
gomery. Others present were Mrs.
Caroline Davis, and Mrs. Frances
Norton of South Thomaston, Mrs.
Evelyn Ross. Mrs. Shirley Harvey?.
Mrs. Belle Robarts, Mrs. Mary Dy
er, Mrs. Margaret Knowlton, Mrs.
Ralph Everett, Mrs. Effie Dyer and
Alfred Fredette.

BUY THC TIRCS

YOU NCCD NOW
And Pay as Little as

arm
_

THE TIE STILL EXISTS

Sweeney Cited By Navy, Promoted By Line

Independents and Gulf Top Community
League—The Shells Hold Week's
Team Total

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL]
OTHER BIG STORMS
"When did we have another storm like this? This ques
tion has frequently been propounded since Monday's blizzard,
which, as we all know, was by far the worst in modern times.
From all reports the blizzard of 1888, which crippled the
city of New York, and extended into Maine must have been
of the same sort, and the editor recalls other storms ln sub
sequent years, when tunneling became necessary in some
sections of the city.
Back in 1925 Rockland had a tough Winter, as re
vealed in pictures made by photographer Champney and
published in a copy of The Courier-Gazette loaned by Fred
Harden. Under the caption; "Winter Is Still With Us” the
paper published the following comment:
"In order that our readers away from home may get a
better idea of what Rockland is like, under the weight of
the Winter's 30 snowstorms. The Courier-Gazette today pre
sents three pictures, selected at random from a large num
ber made by Photographer E. A. Champney, who has a
studio in Farnsworth block, across the corridor from Ingra
ham's law office. The storms have been accompanied by
uncommonly severe weather, the temperature on one dayreaching 40 degrees below zero. Up to yesterday there had
been 56 consecutive days in which snow did not melt. On
Main street the ice and snow are more than two feet deep
ln some places, and all of the streets are so punctuated with
thank-you-marms that traveling by sleigh or auto is a risk
rather than a comfort. It may not be the worst Winter on
record, but not many bouquets are being thrown at it."
The pictures shown in connection with the above showed
Main street and Talbot averiue, Sherer's Corner and Tillson
avenue, all of which were piled high with drifts.

Captain Thomas Sweeney of Rockland, master of the SS Empire State, right, receives a Naval Reserve
flag from Rear Admiral Smith, of Seattle, and congratulations on his ship qualifying for Naval Reserve
status. The craft on that day was assigned by its owner to the Military Sea Transport Service. The assign
ment was nothing new for Capt. Tom who commanded troop ships and tankers all during World War 2.
Since the award was made hy the Navy, Sweeney has been chosen by the ship's owner. States Marine Cor
poration. to serve as port superintendent at Galveston. Texas, He is now in New York and will go to his
new work in a short time.

WAS A BITTER SURPRISE
Omission Of Tigers From Tournament—
K & L Playoff In Wiscasset Next Friday
(By Bob Mayoi
Thc ommission of the Rockland
Tigers from the Western Maine
Class L basketball tourney appears
to have been a bitter surprise to a
great number of peorie
They
missed the boat by nearly 20 points,
having a total of 47 while the
eighth place club got in with 66.
Most people expected them to have
a much higher point total and
there are those who seem to sus
pect skulduggery on the part of
the Maine Principals' Association.
While your agent is no warm lover
of the MPA. I feel forced to rise
to their defense in this case. A
review of the manner of picking
tourney teams might not be amiss
at this point.
To begin with a win over an L
school is worth 30 points; medium
school scalps return 20 points, and
S class schools (under 100) are
worth 10.
Going through the
Rockland schedule we find that the
win over Thomaston was worth 20.
and the two wins over Camden
totaled 40. Two wins each over
Belfast. Caribou, Brunswick Houl
ton and one over Cony totaled 270
points or a grand total of 330 Thus
by dividing -330 by 17 games (the

GAINING A CONGRESSMAN
Coming events cast their shadows before. And so did
the Congressional election in New York Tuesday when Re
publican Robert Ross unseated his Democratic opponent, by a
vote of 17,300 to 11,442.

NOW IT S

"ORANGE GLOBES '

"Orange globes" seem to have succeeded "flying saucers,”
and they are just as much of a mystery. They were sighted
in Eastern and west central Korea by our bomber crewmen.
The globes were described as about three feet in diameter,
the color occasionally changing to blue.

BUSY MR. BREWSTER
Senator Brewster has diverged from his early task of
"nominating” Senator Taft for the Presidency, and is nowurging President Truman to run again—not necessarily in
the latter's interest, but because the ubiquitous Maine man
believes he would be the easiest opponent to defeat. Bret
Harte's "heathen Chinee” had nothing on Owen Brewster.

AN EPICAL STORM REPORT
There were several hours Tuesday when Rockland citi
zens had no other newspaper to read than The CourierGazette. But they must have felt amply rewarded when
they perused Sid Cullen's splendid stories of the blizzard.
The story was told with a completeness and accuracy which
make it a tale well worth preserving for all time. Our
children’s children will be furnished abundant proof that it
is not exaggerated.

last Morse game did not count to
wards tourney rating ) we see that
Rockland's point value is 19.
However this isn't all the story.
Some of tlie teams which Rocklar.d
played and won games which added
ta their point total. In order to
know how much the win over Houl
ton was worth for instance, we
would have to know the number
of wins and what class school they
were over before knowing the worth
of the Rockland win. It seems all
to apparent that the wins over
Thomaston, Camden, Belfast, and
Cariboif were worth very little Bel
fast and Caribou had almost no
class L wins all year while of
course Thomaston and Camden had
none (and few between them in
their own class,
Brunswick, too.
was not especially point worthy
this year It should be empha
sized at this point that the wonlost record is meaningless under the
Heal system.
A perfect illustration is Portland
High which won only two of nine
games played with rivals in the
Greater Portland area. However,
the point total of the wins they
did gave them fifth place in
the tourney. Their won-lost rec-,

ord did not begin ta approach
Rockland’s 13-4 mark but when
they did win they hit the point
jackpot.
Had Rockland beaten
Gardiner in the final game they
would have come close to making
the tourney, since Gardiner was
ranked fourth in Eastern Maine
and were obviously rich in points
To be brutally frank, Rockland
played too many weak teams and
thus, under the Heal system, their
good seasonal record was worth
less from a tourney standpoint.
That is how it is. like lt or not.
ft ft ft •
Word from Mr. Lincoln Academy.
Nelson Bailey, has lt that the
Knox-Lincqln championship play
off will be held a week from Fri
day at the new Wiscasset gym. A
game between the JVs of the two
schols will probably open the eve
ning's festivities. Festive indeed
they will be as these two are an
cient and hitter rivals, rivals so bit
ter indeed that for some time they
severed relations.
Lincoln won the first of their
two regular season games by 35-30
at Newcastle but ran into a buzzsaw in the return at Boothbay and
were slaughtered 67-39 Playing on
a large floor will slow up Boothbay I
but whether it will be enough for
the Eagles to pounce on them is a
moot question.
Boothbay was
rudely humbled by Winthrop in
the Kennebec Valley tournament
which may have taught them cau
tion. At this point I would be in
clined ft) favor Boothbay, now
■ Continued on Page Six'

A determined Gulf team refused
to be dislodged from the league
sunberth even though its program
last week called for action against
the American Legion, winners in
the first half of the league race.
Grabbing the first string by three
and the last by 16 pins the Gulf
finished with an 11 pin lead and a
four ta one decision. Capt. Al Ray
mond was murdering the pins in
an attempt to rally his team and
rolled strings of 131, 98 and 111 to
total 340, a neat but vain effort.
Knox Bus. finished 32 pins up on
their total to defeat 40&8 Again a
vain effort for a losing cause was
demonstrated as Capt. Jim Alley
of 40&8 bowled strings Of 95, 128
and 113 to total 336 only ta have his
team defeated four to one.
MCRR lost a last string but
grabbed the other four points ta up
set the IOOF and the Post Office
Seniors, unable to shake out of
their recent slump, lost its third
successive match, its conqueror in
this one being a sharp Shell outfit,
that blasted out all five points.
Frank Perry returned to the Shell
lineup after weeks of absence and
pulled his team out of danger a
couple of times. Hls 118 in the secend and 194 in the third gave his
mates margins of seven pins in
each string
Just one malilmain was able to
score a 100 in the entire match.
The Independents closed out the
week by defeating a good Elks five
and remain in a tie for first place
with the Gulf. Three of the Indies
players had to hit totals of 300 or
better ta capture this skirmish
four ta one.
Knox Bus. (4) 4048 (1)
Knox—Staples 282, LeGege 298,
Melvin 262. Smith 284. J Kliewer
233. Total 140£>. High string, LeGage
115.
40&8—Dummy 240, Dummy 240,
Baggs 265, Alley 336, D. Kliewer
305 Total 1377. High string. Alley
128.
Legion (1) Gulf (4)
Gull—Hopkins 313, Hallowell 287,
Colby 257, Sleeper 280, Danielson
304. Total 1441 High string Hop
kins 111.
Legion—Dummy 240. Melvin 272,
Benner 281, Raymond 340, Hobbs
297. Total 1430 High string, Ray
mond 131.
Shells (5) P. O. No. 1 (0)
Shells—L Cook 275, Carr 282,
Drinkwater 285. E. Cook 302. F. Per
ry 319 Total 1463. High string, S.
Cook 120.

ITLER CAR «
L^^iIOME SUPPLY
470 Main SL
Rockland, Me.
TeL 677

Leading Bowlers
Str
Hobbs (Am. Li
32
Genevicz (Ind.)
21
Kliewer (4O&8)
33
Cargill (PO 1)
18
R. Perry (PO 1)
39
Raymond (Am L)
39
Stewart (PO 1)
24
Howlett (Elksi
38
Hopkins (Gulf)
36
Alley i40&8)
33
F. Perry (Shell
15
LcOage 'Elksi
39
30
Gay (Ind.)
21
Hodgkins (Ind.i
Rackliff (PO 1)
36

It looks like a

THE EDUCATORS RALLY

POWER YEAR

New Horsepower - new Brake Power-and new Power Steering

blossom on Buick’s ROADMASTER for 1952
AYBE you’ve heard—horsepower has hit
a new high on the ROADMASTER.

M

Brake power lias done the same.

But today, we’d like to concentrate on the
third member of the power trio —Buick’s
own version of Power Steering, available on
ROADMASTERS at a moderate extra cost.
What is this Power Steering like? It’s some
thing like a helping hand, something like a
“hydraulic slave”—that relieves you of all
steering strain, but lets you keep command.

What we mean is this:
Power Steering is handled by a special
hydraulic unit—and engineers can design this
unit to take over any amount of steering effort
— even to a point where the wheel seems to
float in your hand.

in that case, you’d surrender all control to

—back into a parking spot—make a turn—
Buick’s Power Steering comes into action,
saves four-fifths of the effort required with
ordinary steering. Power Steering does the
extra work.

And—in case you wonder what happens if
Bower Steeringgets out of kilter, the answer is
nothing. \ our Buick steers just as it always has.

Now suppose you’re telling two agile tons of
automobile what to do in traffic. We think
you’d like to have it know that you’re in
command.

I hat’s why we’ve been saying, “ This is Bower
Steering as it ought to be.”
Come in. Try it out. We think you’ll agree.
Equipment, acceaaf/nes, trim anti models are irubject to change without notice.

Sure is true for'52

So we’re glad to announce that Buick engineers
didn’t spoil this thrill. They’ve kept the fun
of driving, and simply eased the effort.

When betteril—
are built

W’hen you’re rolling along smooth and straight,
it takes almost no effort to keep any Buick
on course. It almost steers itself, as every
Buick owner knows.

But—when you want to get away from a curb

RUBBER STAMPS

ARTESIAN WELLS

ANY SIZE

LEWIS HERBERT & SON

On Order at

DRILLERS SINCE 1912
Islesboro
TeL Dark Hbr 74-3

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

66-tl

will build them

C. W. HOPKINS & SON, INC.

C. W. HOPKINS & SON, INC.

TELEPHONE 1000-W

TELEPHONE 470

712 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

BAY VIEW STREET

97-1
96 9
96-2

Seasons High

that hydraulic unit—get no steering “feel”
from the wheel.

And—out on the straightaway—we believe
that a part of the joy you get from owning a
Buick is the sensation of having something
alive and eagerly willing beneath your hands.

97 4

Team total, P. O. 1. 1521, Team
Single, IOOF, 540. Player three
star. Hobbs. 346. Player single, LeGage 142.
This Weeks Matches
Wednesday: Knox Business vs
American Legion MCRR vs. GulfThursday: Shells vs Elks. Water
Co. vs Independents.
Friday: No matches scheduled.

BENEFITED MANY FAMILIES

A month or so ago a committee of 10 college presidents
set up by the American Council on Education made strong
recommendations on cleaning up professionalism and over
emphasis in college athletics. At that time this newspaper
commented that the committee’s seven proposals went
straight to the heart of the control problem and that they
ought to work if they gain backing both broad and deep.
The first major organized support has now swung into
line, and it is powerful indeed. The executive committee
of the ACE has approved with but minor reservations its
special committee's proposals—and approved them unani
mously.
The National Collegiate Athletic Association was re
ported "stunned" at first at such ideas as abolishing athletic
scholarships, postseason games, and off-campus tourna
ments, as placing athletic affairs and funds entirely under
college administration, and as limiting out-of-season practice.
The NCAA now indicates it wants to go along in general.
But its spokesmen point to the fact that the ACE. in spite
of its prestige and scope, has no power either of legislation
or compulsion. And the NCAA says also it cannot depart
from existing practices and regulations until its convention
acts—which may not be before 1953.
Nevertheless, the ACE wields great influence. The ac
crediting associations are more likely to go along with the
educators than with the athletic body. A college or univer
sity faced with impairment of its academic rating is unlikely
to continue letting down the bars for recruited athletes
Perhaps the most significant aspect of the ACE action is
the evidence it gives that college educators are standing to
gether Many a president and dean, many a trustee and
"curator,” has lamented the decay of integrity in college
sports. But it has been difficult to stand separately against
inter-school competition, alumni pressures, and public atti
tudes. United they should be able ta stand firm and act —
Christian Science Monitor.

Ave

101 6
99 7
99 3
99
98 6
98 3
98 2
08-1
97 S
97 9
97 9

Week’s High

GETTING RICH QUICK

Life insurance benefits paid to Maine families last year
reached the staggering total of $8,552,030, as compared with
$7,249,000 the previous year. The death benefit payments in
this State last year were made under 7.162 policies, com
pared with 6.693 policies in the previous year and 5.501 poli
cies in 1941. Of the aggregate 1951 payments in the State.
$6,245,000 was under 2,518 ordinary policies', $1,230,000 was
under 912 group life insurance policies: and $1,077,000 was
under 3,732 industrial insurance policies.

♦

Team Total, Shells 1463 Team
Single, Indies, 520. Player three star
Raymond 340 Player single, Ray
mond 131.

"Casey’s group" which made a profit of $3,500,000 on an
investment of only $100,000, through the sale of war surplus
ships, evidently contained some men who know the art of
high finance. It's a wonder that the leader shouldn't find
his way into the president's cabinet instead of being pestered
by investigators.

down raymint

-

P. O. No. 1—T. Perry 285, Moul
aison 263. R. Perry 271, Stewart 288.
Cargill 302. Total 1409. High string,
Cargill 109.
MCRR (4) IOOF (1)
MCRR—Richardson 281, Robin
son 292, Lowell 289. Drinkwater 280,
Dimick 300. Total 1442. High string
Robinson. Lowell. Dimick 110.
IOOF—Kennedy 239. Naum 28l,
A Makinen 283. Hastings 282. W
Makinen 281. Total 1366. High
string, A. Makinen. 112.
Independents (4) Elks ll)
Indies—Simmojis 264. Genevicz
315, Fogarty 307, Gray 304. Gay 269
Total 1459. High string, Gray 121.
Elks—Norton 276. LeGage 392.
Howlett 268. Anastasio 277, Arico
309. Total 1432. High string . LeGage 114.
Standings
pet
W
L
933
Independents
14
1
£.33
Gulf
1
14
600
Water Co.
9
6
Elks
11
9
.550
.550
Shells
11
9
550
MCRR
11
9
450
Knox Bus
9
11
.440
40&8
11
14
400
Post Office 1
10
15
.333
Am. Legion
5
10
.000
Post Office 2
0
15
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T uesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 21, 1952
Because tomorrow is Washing
ton’s Birthday, The Courier-Ga
zette’s doors will be closed. Ad
vertisers. correspondents and
other contributors are asked to
govern themselves accordingly.
Only a limited amount of ma
terial can be handled press
morning—Saturday.

TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events
Feb 16-24—New York Sportsman's
Show it Grand Central Palace.
Feb. 21—Knox County Fish and
Game Association at K P. Hall,
Thomaston.
,
Feb. 21—Theta Rho Girls’ Club
meets at IOOF. Hall.
Feb 21—Emblem Club Meeting at
Elks' Home
Feb. 21 — Washington’s Birthday
Eve Party, American Legion
nude
**«□ 22—Washington's Birthday

Feb. 22—Methebt sec Club meets in
the Farnsworth Museum
Feb. 22—Lincoln Baptist mid-Win
ter quarterly meeting, and ordi
nation ser-ice at Warren.
Feb. 23-24—New England Regi-nal
Isrcol Bond Conference, Hotel
Statler, Boston.
Feb. 29—World Day of Prayer
Service, Methodist Church, at
3 p. m.
March 3—Warren town meeting.
March 5—Lafayette Auxiliary No
18, P M. meets at I.O.O F Hall
March 7 —Temperance Day ob
served in the chools.
March 7—W.C.T.U. meets at Mrs.
Eugene Stoddard’s, 40 Grove
street, 230 p. m
March 7—Methebesec Club meets
in the Farnsworth Museum.
March 7—Joint Meeting Congre
gational Kupples Klub and Uni
versalist Comity Circle at Uni
versalist Church vestry at 630
p. m.
March 9-15—Spring Flower Show
by Massachusetts Horticultural
Society, Meehan i's
Building,
Boston
March 13-14 — "Journey's End,”
Community Building.
March 14 Educational Club meets
at Unviersalist Church.
March 16-22 —National Wildlife
Week.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day
March 17—Rockport Town Meet
ing
March 31-April 3—47th Annual |
Farm and Home Week, at the
University of Maine.
March 20—Annual Firemen's Ban
quet, Central Fire Station.
March 21—Methebesec Club meets
in the Farnsworth Museum.
March 22 — "The Cavalcade of j
Scouting." Rockland CommunityBuilding.
April 13—E i ter SundayApril 19—Patriots' Day
May 11—Mother' Day
May 17 —Ea tarn Maine Music
Festival a Ur.iversy of MaineJune 13-15—Annual Encampment
of V.F.W. in Rockland.
June 14—Flag Day
June 15—Father’^ Day
June 22—State of Maine Day at
Braves Field, Boston.
July 4—Independence Day
Aug. 1-2-3—Maine Lobster A- Sea
foods Festival.

The District Meeting of the |
Rockland Council of Catholic Wom
en, which was scheduled to be held
today, is postponed to a future date
Those taking part in the World
Day of Prayer please attend a re
hearsal at the Methodist Church
Sunday at 3 p. m.
The Fish and Game Association
Supper Meeting planned for to
night in Thomaston has been post- f
poned to March 20. Same place— !
Thomaston KP Hall—Same good !
program and a topnotch supper. See j
you there—March 20—KP Hall
Thomaston.
Adv* '

NO GAME PARTY
FRIDAY
Due To the Holiday
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BI ILDING
Auspices Knights of Columbus

22-23

1

Mrs Constance MacPhail, vice
president of the Rebekah Assembly
of Maine, made her official visit
last Thursday to Knyvetta Rebek
Most Rev. Bishop Feeney grants ah Lodge in Searsport. She was
to all the Catholics a dispensation accompanied by Mrs. Inez Crosby
from the law of abstinence Friday, of Camden, Past President of the
Assoeiation of Rebekah Assemblies
Feb. 22, Washington's Birthday.,
and Gertrude Black of Rockland.
Fire Chief Van E. Russell said
Superior Court resumed sessions
Wednesday that several home
owners answered his appeal to Wednesday after a two-day reu s
clean out around hydrants near occasioned by the storm, which
their homes. By Tuesday evening, kept jurors and officials alike
several were shoveled out and close to their homes in all sections
of the county.
ready for any emergency.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

Mrs. Peter Byrne of Limerock
street was awarded the $25 gift
certificate by Coffin's which the
flrm offered customer
during
Rockland Dollar Days last week.

Bradford-Johnson — At
Rock
land. Feb. 16. Alfred Edwin Brad
ford of Belfast and Miss Nina
Miriea Johnson of Rockland—by
Rev Charles R Monteith
DIED
Curtis—At Ash Pcint.

Feb. 18,
Maynard W. Curtis, age 53 years.
Funeral services Saturday at 2
p. m. from the Russell Funeral
Home. Interment in Ash Point
Cemetery.
Aspey — At Warren, Feb. 18.
Gecrge A. Aspey, age 56 years.
Funeral services Thurs. (today) 2
p. m. from Simmons Funeral
Home. Burial in Soring in Leon
ard Cemetery
Burns—At Waldoboro, Feb 20,
Eldorus G. Burns, age 90 years.
Funeral services will be held Sat
urday at 130 from the Waltz Fu
neral Home, with Rev Aaron
Kelley officiating. Interment will
be in Bristol Mills.
Davis—At Waldoboro, Feb. 20
Elroy Hudson Davis, age 89 years.
Funeral services will be held at
1 p. m. Sunday from Flanders’ Fu
neral Home. Interment will be in
the Comery Cemetery.
Hall—At Waldoboro, Feb 20,
Frederick H. Hall, age 94 years.
Funeral services, 2 p.m. Saturday
at Flanders' Funeral Home, Rev.
Aaron Kelley officiating. Interment
will be in Vinalhaven.
Esancy—At Waldoboro, Feb. 20.
Charles Esancy, age 75 years. Fu
neral services, 2 p. m. Friday at
Flanders' Funeral Home, Rev
Harold Nutter officiating. Inter
ment will be in Maple Grove
Cemetery, Washington.
MacDonald—At Union, Feb 13,
Franklin MacDonald, age 78 years.
Carter—At Loudville, Feb 9,
Levi Carter, age 89 years, 7
months, 10 days.

We arrange a

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded

The executive committee of the
Maine Lobster & Seafoods Festi
val met Wednesday evening at the
home of Donald Calderwood, who
is to serve this year as co-ordinator of the event.

MARRIED

♦44 Maio Slraet

Rockiaod, Mo,

Miss Dorothy Lawry, member of
the board of directors of the
League of Women Voters, ha . re
signed from the board. The move
followed Miss Lawry’s announce
ment that she was a candidate
for public office The resignation
was accepted with regret by tiie
board which commended her on
seeking office.

BORN

Drinkwater—At Camden Com
munity Hospital. Feb 14, to Mr
and Mrs. Lawrence Drinkwater, a
daughter.
Carter—At Knox Hospital, Feb.
20. to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Carter
of Friendship, a son.
Gardner — At Knox Hospital,
Feb. 18. to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Gardner, a daughter
Edwards — At Knox Hospital,
Feb. 17, to Mr and Mrs. Howard
Edwards, a son.
Black—At Knox Hospital. Feb.
20. to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Black
of Thomaston, a daughter.
Tinker—At Knox Hospital, Feb.
18. to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Tinker,
a son.
Mitchell — At Gould Maternity
Home South Hope. Feb 16. to Mr.
and Mrs. Theodore P Mitchell of
Union, a son—Bruce Wheeler.
Eight — At Gould Maternity
Home, South Hope, Feb 12, to Mr.
and Mrs. Maynard Light of South
Liberty, a daughter—Vicki Louraine.
Vannah—At Gardiner Genera!
Hospital, Feb. 3, to Mr. and Mrs
Merle Vannah of South Liberty a
son.
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All-Girl Revue

Cong. Nelson Urges a New
Survey For Lermond’s
Cove

Tonight is the big celebration
at Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post,
No 1. American Legion home,
where a party will be held cele
brating Washington's Eirthday.
Evelyn's Ail-Girl Revue wiU precut a return engagement. This
is the show which made such a
big hit on Armistice Eve. and was
judged one of the best ever to be
presented in Rockland.
This revue is made up of young
girls who are trained by Mrs Eve
lyn Clark, who was a professional
dancer her-elf. She has trained
this show to perfection and those
who saw it the last time it played
here and those who failed to see
them, den't miss this great floor
show tonight. This is a clean per
formance from beginning to the
very end, and is studded with top
notch acts of dancing, singing,
comedy, baton twirling and chorus
numbers.
Check rooms have been estab
lished on both floors with attend, ants in each to insure each patron
a chance to check his or her coats.
If you miss this, you will be pa?s, ing up one of the very best shows
' to appear in Rockland in many a
year. Tonight is the night and
the place is the American Legion
Home on Maverick street.
—
Funeral services were held last
Thursday afternoon for Mrs. Min1 nie M. Rogers at her late home on
Amesbury street Rev. Merle Con
ant officiated. Pallbearers were
Ralph Clark, Raymond Cross, Len
don C. Jackson and a grand neph
ew, Paul Atkinson of the U. S. Air
Force, stationed at Dow Field, Ban
gor, Me.

Congres-man Charles P Neison
appeared before the sub-commit
tee of the Appropriations Commit
tee now considering deficiency ap
propriations for Army Civil func
tions.
He urged inclusion in any money
allocated and appropriated for
survey of Rivers and Harbors
projects, the $2560 for survey of
possible dredging of Lermond's
Cove in Rockland harbor.
A resolution of the Public Works
Committee passed last year, au
thorizing the survey not yet act
ed upon due to lack of appropri
ated funds and also the presiden
tial directive curtailing such sur
veys unless in the interests of na
tional Defense or would meet an
essential civilian requirementMr. Nelson conceded before the
ub-committee that the Rockland
project met these requirements.

The Knox Theatre will run con
S Sgt. Mary C. Houston, WAC'
tinuous shows on Friday Washing W.A.F. recruiter, will be in Rock
tons Birthday starting at 2.15 un land at the Employment Office
til 10.30.
23-lt
from 1 p. m. to 2.30 p. m: every
other Wednesday beginning this
Food Sale, Meredith's Furniture week to answer inquiries concern
Store. Saturday. Feb. 23. starting ing an enlistment in the Women’s
at 1 o’clock, auspices St. Peter’s Army Corp or Women in the Air
Auxiliary.
22-23 Force. Additional information con
cerning these two services may be
OPS. cardboard signs now obtained by writing to this address
available at The Courier-Gazette USA&USAF Recruiting Station,
office- four fcr 50 cents Get them Post Office Building, Augusta, Me.
Jn the front office
76tf
20*and23*

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

OPEN

PHONE 701

ALL DAY

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

1-tf
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FRIDAY

SMALL’S - Upper Park Street

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

Ambulance Service

i-tf

Boneless Chuck

Steak
lb. 75c

Pot Roast
Ib. 75c

Ceiling Price $1.00 lb.

Ceiling Price 88c lb.

Bacon

Corned Beef

End Slices

Cube Steak
Ib. 90c

Lean, Boneless Brisket

Celling price $1,11

Ib. 68c

Top Round Steak
lb. 90c
Celling Price $1.00

Bacon Squares
Ib. 39c

Requirements Met

Will Be Seen Again Tonight
At American Legion
Home

City Manager Farnsworth was
marooned by the storm at his
Elliott C. Dill, formerly of the
farm in Swanville above Belfast.
Clogged highways kept him at the Lewiston Journal staff, Brigadier
farm through Monday, Tuesday General of the Maine National
Guard, and more recently controll
Many people got a chuckle out er of purchases for the National
of the action of one snow shoveler I Lead Company, died in his sleep in
Tuesday. Seems that the lad , Roselle Park, N. J., Sunday. Col.
cleaned off his sidewalk, as is re Dill was a frequent visitor to Rockquired by ordinance. Then, he ’ land in his newspaper days.
went a step further, cleaning out
( ARD OI THANKS
neatly around a parking meter,
I wish to extend my sincere
which a motorist would have had thank- to my many friends who
to have had a helicopter, to reach ware so generous with personal
from the street.
calls, and cards, and also for the
many gift I received while I was
One year ago: Twenty-one di- a patient at Knox Hospital, and
after I returned home.
vorces were granted at the Febru
Michael J. Halligan,
ary term of Knox County Superior
Warren.
23-lt
Court—The Has Beens were leariRE-OI.I'TION ■> OF RESPECT
ing the list in the Woman's BowlWhereas our Divine Master has
ing League—The Welfare Depart
once more entered our Fraternal
ment's relief load increased by 17 Order and called our beloved Sis
persons in January—Announce- ter, Marion Ames, to the Great
ment was made that the Bell Grange Above: ,
Therefore B? It Re-olved:
Shops were to occupy the store
That the members of Acorn
vacated by Woolworth’s—Deaths:
Grange No. 418. extend to the
Rockland, Edwin F. Post, 42: family of our Sister, our sympathy
Rockland, Charles H. Robinson, in their sorrow and bereavement,
56; Rockland, Alfred Levfnthal, and
Be It Further Resolved:
42; Wiley’s Comer, Mrs. James
That our Charter be draped for
Gilchrest, 77.
thirty clay:- in her memory, a copy
of these resolutions be sent to her
CARD OF Til INKS
bereaved family, a copy be placed
We wish to convey our sincere in our records and a copy be sent
appreciation to everyone who so to The Courier-Gazette for pub
kindly helped us during our :r at lication.
sorrow, also for the beautiful flow Loving Sister,. though you have
ers, cards and all expressions of
wandered
sympathy.
From our midst and earthly love
Mrs. Carmela Mazzeo and fam May we know and greet each other
ily.
23* lt When we meet in that Eternal
Grange above.
CARD OF THANKS
Where there shall be no parting
To Knox Hoi
Where our days shall be like one
Many thank? lo the officials and When our Heavenly Father bids us
nurses who gave me excellent serv
welcome
ice while there, and t-o Drs. Apol When our earthly work is done.
lonio, Dennison and Brown.
Gladys Davis,
Thants to all friends who sent
Katheryn Maloney,
cards and gifts, they were much
Goldie Chadwick,
appreciated.
Committee on Resolution
23* lt
Martha E. Jones
23-lt

T-Bone or Porterhouse

Niven Is Chosen

Page Three

Lge. Native Fowl
Ib. 39c

Ib. 25c
Hamburg
Lean

Ib. 60c
Celling Price 71c

Large and Fresh

Native Eggs
doz. 49c

Pork Chops
Best Center Cuts

Ib. 65c
Boneless Ham
Ib. 79c
Center Slices 89c

Paul K. Niven

:
I

Paul K. Niven, editor and pub
lisher of the "Brunswick Record”
was elected to the board of directors
of the Central Maine Power Com
pany at the regular meeting of the
board.
A native of Cranston, R. I., Mr.
Niven was graduated from High
School in Providence and from
Bowdoin College before receiving a
commission in the U. S. Navy in
World War I. After resigning from
the service in 1919 he was en
gaged in sales and advertising work
in Boston before coming to Maine
in 1932 to publish the "Brunswick
Record.”
Mr. Niven is a past president of
the Maine Press Association, the
Brunswick Rotary Club, the Bruns
wick Chamber of Commerce and
the Brunswick and Topsham Old
Folks Home Association. He also
has served as chairman of the lo
cal Boy Scouts committee, the Re
publican town committee and is a
leader in many civic activities in
his town and State. He belongs to
several Masonic bodies and to the
American Legion.
As an alumnus of Bowdoin Col
lege Mr. Niven takes an active in
terest in the college. He serves as a
director of the Alumni Fund, as
agent of his class of 1916. as chair
man of the chapter house corpor
ation of his fraternity, Zeta Psi,
and a trustee of the national fra
ternity, and was elected by the al
umni of the college to the Board
of Overseers in 1942.
Mr. Niven is married to the for
mer Dorothy Nichols of Bath,
whose father, Frank B. Nichols, is
publisher of the "Bath Daily
Times.” The Niven's have two sons,
Paul Jr., who is a Columbia Broad
casting System news correspond
ent in London, England and Camp
bell, who graduated from Bowdoin
College this month.

One year ago: Miss Elizabeth
Knowlton of Ingraham Hill was
named Karnival Kween at the
Kippy Karnival—Nathan C. Fuller
was chosen secretary of the Cham
ber of Commerce—The body of
Robert Niles, 12, of Thomaston,
was found near Oyster River after
three weeks' search — Deaths:
North Haven, Mrs. Harry P Baird:
Swampscott, Mas-., Earl F. Ler
mond: Warren, Mrs. George W.
Walker, 88.
CARD OE’ THANKS

January's Record

Only 10 Traffic Fatalities
Compared With 17 Last
January

During the month of January,
nine motor vehicle accidents claim
ed the lives of 10 people in Main*.
The 10 fatalities equalled exactly
the previous three-year average of
10 deaths for the flrst month of
the year. However, it was a big
improvement over last year when
17 persons died in January traffic
accidents.
Three youngsters died as a re
sult of sliding accidents, the out
standing cause of fatalities for the
month. An average of five slicing
deaths each year should be suffi
cient warning to each parent. Don’t
let your youngster be one of the
two expected sliding victims in
February!
January was the first month in
two years in which the use of
liquor was not associated with a
I traffic death.
Mrs. Gladys S. Romeyn
In addition to the sliding victims,
Mrs. Gladys Starrett Romeyn of January's fatalities included three
Melrose. Mass, will be speaker dur passengers, three pedestrians, and
Install DeMolay
one driver.
ing the Friday afternoon mission
Aroostook County had three
ary hour, at the mid Winter quar
Androscoggin and KenneDavid Bird Heads Masonic terly meeting of the Lincoln Bap , deaths:
two each; with one each for
Youth Group Seating Its tist Association, to be held in War be
Oxford, Penobscot and Washingren.
Staff Monday
■ ton counties
Well known lecturer and writer,
Six deaths occurred in rural
The Rockland Order at De she is the widow of a former Bap
Molay will install its new officers tist pastor, Rev. James K Romeyn. areas; four were killed in urban
sections.
Monday evening in ceremonies to
Mrs. Romeyn will speak this eve
Thus, Maine moves 10' deaths
be held in Masonic Temple at 7.30. ning at a meeting of the Baptist
closer to its 3.000th motor vehicle
David Bird will be installed as Fellowship in the Montgomery
fatality since 1935. At the begin
m.i-ti r councilor with Dale Knight rooms, after the monthly supper.
ning of February, the total was
as senior councilor and Justin
She will also attend Friday eve- 2,950. What can we do to postpone
Cress as junior councilor.
1 ning, the ordination services for the recording of that 3.0C0th death?
The installing officer will be Bruce P Cummings, as a friend of
The Division of Traffic and
State Master Councilor Richard the family, her late husband having
Safety offers this suggestion:
Jones of Rockland. He will se baptized Mr. Cummings when the
Know and Obey Traffic Laws.”
lect his suite of assistants from latter was a youth in Norwich, Now Traffic laws are made to protect
this area.
York.
life and property and to facilitate
Subordinate officers to be in
i the movement of traffic. Strict obstalled are: Senior Deacon David
' servance of these laws is a neces
MAYNARD W. CURTIS
D hon: Junior Deacon, Milton
The village of Ash Point, and sity. if we are to enjoy any degree
Glad; Senior Steward, Edward neighboring communities learned of security on our streets and high
Baxter, Jr., and Junior Steward. with deep sorrow Monday of the ways. Looking out for safety isn’t
Harold Cummings.
death of Maynard W. Curtis, as all up to the other fellow. Each
Also taking office will be: Arthur , it marked the passing of a citizen of us must accept his share of the
Doherty, chaplain; John Bird, j who was held in highest regard.
responsibility. Not a few ... not
orator; John Anderson, marshal;
Ill health overtook Mr. Curtis just most of us . . . but all of us
Leroy Philbrook. standard bearer three yearns ago, and attempts to must know traffic laws and drive
and Arthur Adolphsen, sentinel.
I prolong his life were all to no by them.
Preceptors are to be Bruce Lon avail. Jan. 26, he returned home
Lieut. John deWinter, Director,
don, Joe! McLain. Ronald Pease, from ,the last of several visits to
Division of Traffic and Safety.
Benjamin Perry, Richard Phillips the Maine General Hospital, know
LUTHERAN SERVICES
and Dale Urquhart.
ing that the end was near.
Finnish Holy Trinity Lutheran
Mr. Curtis was born Feb. 24,
Fr. Bennett's Honor 1893, in South Thomaston, son of Church will hold services Feb. 24,
Harrison R. and Elvie (Miller) at 7.30 p. m. at the Undercroft ai
I Curtis. His home was always in the Episcopal Church in Thomas
Altar Boys’ Club Tenders a South Thomaston and Owl's Head. ton. Coffee and Finnish pastries
Surprise On 33d Anniver ' and he had been a fisherman will be served after the services
sary To Priesthood
i nearly all his life, valued in the and on Monday evening at 7.30
neighborhood for 'nis many acts -ervices will be held at the Metho
The members of the Altars Boys
of kindness and congenial dispo dist Church at North Waldoboro.
Club of St Bernard's Church, ten
sition. He was also a valued mem Rev. Autio will conduct services
or.,-d a surprise gathering Feb. 15,
ber of Knox Lodge, FA.M.. in at both meetings.
to Fr. Bennett in honor of his 33rd
South Thomaston.
anniversary to pristhood.
This is the night of the famous
Mr. Curtis is survived by his
Tiie celebration was held at the
fried clam supper at the Pratt
wife, Mrs. Myrtle Curtis of A'h
Sisters Convent. The Chapel and
Memorial Methodist Vestry, Rock
Point; a daughter. Mrs. Norma
altar were appropriately decorated
land. Servings at 530 and 6.30 and
Meserve of Ash Point; a son,
in gold drapes with floral arrange
All You Can Eat” The chief cook
Bernard W Curtis, who is in the
ments of red and white gladiolus,
is the widely known Harmon of
U. S. Coast Guard service on the
and yellow jonquils.
Scarboro. Tickets are $1.25 for
' cutter Coss Bay; a grandson,
The boys forming the procession
adults and 63c for children. Re
Wayne Meserve of Ash Point; four
were; Garry Seavey, Fred and
member the last Methodist Fried
, brothers, Elmer Curtis of Ash
Clam Supper? Yum Yum!
Adv*
Point, and Ervin, Herbert and
Emblem Club will meet tonight
Clarence of Rockland; two sisters,
at 8 p. m. at the Elk's Home. Don
.^MAritimcs
Mts. Ethel Campbell and Mrs
ald Chase, classification officer of
Irene Adolphsen of Rockand, six
the Maine State Prison will be the
nieces and four nephews.
guest speaker. Elks are invited.
Services will be held at the Rus
sell
Funeral Home,
Saturday
IT ISWT FUM
The Police Department's patrol
wagon was the only means of at 2 p. m.
TO SIT AMD FREE2E

I would like to thank my many
friends for cards, gifts, flowers
and plants sent to me while a
patient at Knox Hospital, with
especial thanks to Dr. Allen, Dr.
Wasgatt and nurses for their
transportation for emergency cases
kindness.
23*lt
Mrs. Verna Doherty.
in the city Monday afternoon and
evening. Mothers-to-be rode to
CARD OF THWKThe Cwl's Head Mother’s Coun the hospital in it, while nurses,
cil wishes to thank everyone who enroute to duty, and others on
in any way contributed to making emergency expeditions were ac
their card party a great success, commodated by the officers.
with especial thanks to the Rock
land Merchants, for the prizes;
The Purchase street PTA will
Burpee Funeral Home and Rus
sell Funeral Home for chairs and hold its second meeting Monday at
to all those who assisted with the 8 p. m. President Theodore Sylves
ter asks all parents and teachers to
lunch.
Owl's Head Mother's Council,
attend as there is much business of
Owl’s Head.
23-lt the new organization to be dis
cussed.
RESOLUTIONS OE RESPECT
Whereas, our Fraternal Circle
Smails, Upper Park Street, will
has again been broken and our
Brother Earle Starrett has been remain open all day Friday, Wash
called by our Divine Master to ington's Birthday. See ad on Page
that "Paradise above, not made byhands, Eternal in the Heavens"— 3—Lowest prices for your shopping
pleasure.
23*lt
Be It Further Resolved:
That the members of Acorn
Grange No. 418 extend to the fam
There will be no game party at
ily of the Brother, our sympathy in the G.A.R. Hall Friday afternoon,
their sorrow and bereavement, because of the storm.
23-lt
and
Be It Further Resolves:
That our Charter be draped for
thirty days in his memory, a copy
of these resolution' be sent to his
The
family, a copy be placed in our
records, and a copy be sent to
Men's and Boys'
The Courier-Gazette for publica
tion.
Gladys Davis,
Dollar Day Items
Katheryn Maloney,
Goldie Chadwick,
Remaining Will Be
Committee on Resolutions.
___ _______ _______________ 23-lt

Sold At the

dZjarajsrejzpjEfareHraRitjkri

Lincoln Baptists

Same Sale Prices

ATTENTION!
Game Party Friends
SPECIAL
HOLIDAY PARTY

Bradley Robinson, Charles and Ca
rol Fairweather,
Cahrles Carr
Charles Cross, Bernard LaCroix,
Joseph Anastasio, Robert and Paul
Coakley, Calvin Beal, Joseph Gal
lant, Gerald LaCrosse and Eugene
Kaler.
During the Mass hymns were
sung by the boys. Fr. Bennett gave
a brief talk and expressed his
thanks. A communion breakfast
was served. Festal songs were sung
and an entertainment was present
ed by Fred Robinson, Robert and
Paul Coakley, Charles Cross. Pre
sentation of gift was made by Ger
ald LaCrosse.

OVRO/LWtUHMr
OhJ DAVS LIKE

I

IAM..W TRADEMARKS. Im.

MARITIMEOIL COMPANY
0E6REE-OAYJU£mwuU_
114 PARK.ni. Holland

For social items ln The CourierGazette. Phone 1044. City
tt

PERRY MARKETS
HOME OF VALUES—EVERY DAY

Because of the Storm and For Your

Convenience Our Markets Will Be
OPEN FRIDAY

As Listed In Our
Dollar Day Ad.

As Usual—from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.

(2.

AMERICAN LEGION HOME
Maverick Street—7.30 P. M.

Fuel kid$

OFFINS

FRIDAY, FEB. 22

EVERYTHING TO EAT

Everybody Invited.
Buses As Usual.

22-23
^rargjzigjarzjzrejHJtoJzrajarzp

<

>
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
AdrertisemenU In this column not to exceed three Hnes Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads’’ so called, i. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be s»ent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.

WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT

Correspondent
Telephone 49

To Ordain Pastor
UNION
Mrs. Florence Calde-wood

Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

RECALLING OLDEN TIMES

To Show The 'Olds'

The Prospective Buyers Will
Find Much To Delight
Mrs. Helen Marden Of North Haven
the Eye
Delves Back Into the Past
Major style changes and impor

The meeting of the Congrega
Mrs. Christine Barker and chil
tional Brotherhood, planned for
tant
mechanical
improvements
dren David and Mary Alice at
characterize the Oldsmobile 1952
tonight (Thursday) has been can
tended the Ice Follies in Boston
(Fourth Installment)
i mine “raw,” don't you like them models being introduced in Oldsmoceled.
Thursday and Friday.
It was at this time that my two that way. too?" Look, 111 show you bile dealerships throughout the
Mrs. Helen Peck and son Malcolm
Rehearsals are on twice weekly
of Jefferson were callers Saturday older brothers and I learned to and you'll love them!" So she made United States. Innovations in the
for the coming Lions minstrel show
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
cook! We would take turns mak ! a hole in either end of her egg, and new models, according to J. F.
at Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hawes.
to
be
given
next
month.
Fred
L.
No classified ads wil' be accepted without the cash and no book
ing biscuits, gingerbreads, and I sucked the contents out! Said she: Wolfram. Oldsmobile general man
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Cameron
Perkins, Jr , has been selected for
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
rolled-out cookies. We would get "You just don’t know how good ager and vice president of General
who have recently visited in Flori
interlocutor and named as end men
up in a chair on our knees and eggs can be ’til you try one this Motors, are a more efficient 160
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
da with their son and family have
are Alden Johnston, William Da
mix,
roll out and cut the dough. way!” So, with tnany misgivings, h. p. "Rocket” engine with the high
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
returned and reopened their Union
vies, Henry Laukka, B F. Podkowa,
How we loved it! And Dad would I and trying not to look like a performance Quadri-Jet carbure
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a Line.
home.
and B. J. Pellicani. Director How
Methodist Brotherhood holds a always be informed as to who had "sissy," I downed my egg! "There!” tor in the Series "98" and Super
ard Crockett is lining up many
meeting for gentlemen and ladies been the "baker" that day, and said she, "Ain’t they just wonder ’ 88” cars; complete new styling and
TO LET
specialties for the show, which has
LOST AND FOUND
lovely!” said
I. more luxurious interiors in the ”98"
Wednesday night Feb. 20 with a he would say, with a sidewise wink ful?” "Oh,
Mrs. Pellicani for accompanist.
at
the
rest
of
the
folks,
that
he
(I
wonder
if
this
girl
remembers
a new Super range for increased
TWO-Room Apt. to let. priv.
WHITE and tan Cat los' finder
covered dish supper preceding.
The February meeting of Trithought things were about the that little episode, for she still performance of Hydra-Matic Drive
please return to 1 DUNN ST bath, clean, modern, good loc.,
Local
schools
closed
Friday
for
l)r.
Roger
R.
Nicole
Thomaston Reward. Any infor unfurn., in Rockland. TEL. Cam County Button Club will be held
most delicious of anything we had i resides in Vinalhaven).
and GM power steering, both
a week’s vacation.
mation regarding cat answer.:.? den 2353.
22-24 at 10 a. m. Saturday for an allmade so far—and turning to
In the warmer weather we available at extra cost.
Dr
Roger
R.
Nicole,
Professor
of
the above description will be.?
Franklin
MacDonald
FRONT Room, to let, furnished, day session at the Congregational Systematic Theology at Gordon Di
mother would say: "Now isn't that walked to "The Harbor”—a little
ly appreciated
23'It heated, kitchen privileges, $15 per
Oldsmobile presents three lines
Franklin MacDonald. 78, farmer
Chapel. Members will bring Co- | vinity School of Boston, native of
the
truth, Marm?” How proud we (-) distance of some nine miles. of cars in 1952 The Classic Series
22-24
LOST, at St George, Snowshoe mo TEL. 9S1-JK
who
died
at
his
home
Wednesday
lonials, Lincolns, Washingtons and Switzerland, will deliver the ordi
felt!
And we walked barefooted, most of '98" powered by the improved 160
from Maynard Wiley's -now plow
FURNISHED Apartment to let:
Feb. 13. has been a resident of this
Our neighbors here at this love the time. We also walked up the h. p. "Rocket” engine, is available
Tuesday. Finder please call TEN 3 rooms and bath, with lights, Cupids from their collections. Box nation sermon at the Baptist town for 28 years.
ANT'S HARBOR 71-11.
23-25 water and partial heat. Elec. Ref. , iunch will be served at noon. Tea Cnurch at Warren. Friday evening,
ly spot were the Noyes’, mow C ' Calderwood's Neck road, many in three body styles, four-door se
Funeral services were held Sun
Separate entrance. Adults only; and Coffee will be served by the when Bruce P. Cujnmings, the pas
E Noyes Co., Forest avenue, Port times. Distance meant absolutely dan. Holiday coupe and converti
day at the Flanders Funeral Home,
48 South St. TFL 824-M.
21*23 the following hostesses, Mrs. Al tor, will be ordained.
nothing to us.
FOR SALE
ble coupe. The Super "88" uses the
Rev. Philip Palmer pastor of the land), and the late Walter
HEATED, unfurnished Apart bert Starrett, Mrs. Xavier Mallett,
Back of the house was perhaps same“Rocket” engine and has five
Knights, and daughter Rena. I
18-FOOT Deep Freeze for
'•
ment to let. Large living-room, Mrs. Elcey Sawyer and Mrs. Hil Brigham, Mrs. William Cunning Methodist Church conducting ser am sure that no one could ask for ! the largest "ledge” of them all
types—four-door sedan, two-door
bought last June
PEERLESS dining room, two bed rooms, bath.
vices. Mr. MacDonald leaves his
liard Spear.
ham, Mrs. Lillian Shaw and Mrs.
better neighbors, for these people As I remember, it was nearly as sedin.
Holiday
coupe,
con
PLUMBING and HEATING
Tel All modern appointments.
Indi
widow, Inez MacDonald of Union,
Holiday hours at the Post Office S. B. Kalloch.
744.___________
22-24 vidual
were kind, considerate, and help high as the house. When we vertible coupe and club coupe.
thermostat.
Available
son Franklin of Augusta, and one
Deluxe
"88”
series
is
Fancy articles and gifts, Mrs. daughter, Mrs. Norman Turner of ful, as my parents said so, there would have an ”ice-storm," this The
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette March 1. Inquire 64 MASONIC on Friday, Feb. 22 will be: Win
21-24 dow Service 8 a. m . to 10 0a. m.
ledge would be covered with offered in the four-door and twofore it was so.
Edwin
Boggs.
Mrs.
Leroy
McClus

FTVE-Family Apt. Hole for
ROOM to let. at 501 Main St7. There will be no rural delivery. key, Mrs. Clara Lermond, Mrs. Al Chelsea.
For "excitement" we used to fish smooth ice We used to get a door sedan and is powered by a 145
aale; completely furnished, all- Bicknell
Apts., up one flight. Apt.
along the pond's shore for big large stick of firewood and split it h. p. version ot the "Rocket" en
electric kitchen; good, steady ten 1 Call at 401 or 501. TEL. 931-M. The lobby will be opened at the ice MacDougall, Mrs. Fred Camp
usual hours.
ants; good income. Write APT. Kitchen privilege if desiredfat "chubs" on our homemade once, shin to the top, and down gine with dual downdraft carbure
bell, Mrs. Priscilla Fowler, Mrs.
HOUSE, % The Cour.er-Gazette.
WALDOBORO
The February meeting of the Sadie Barrows and Mrs. Carolyn
lines of wrapping string and bent we would streak like a flash What tor.
___________________________ 21*23
The overall length of the Classic
pins, with angleworms for bait. lun! Our sleds being much too
MRS. RENA CROWELI,
TWO Small Rooms to let; 17 Study Unit planned for this aft Davies.
CALORIC Combination Philga
Correspondent
Mam St.. Tnomaston, $14 montn. ernoon (Feb 21) has been can
We also had stereoscope pictures dangerous to use on this almos' "98” Series has been increased
Utility,
Mrs.
Maynard
Leach,
Kitchen Range for sale, in excel TEL. 1051-R.
Telephone 250
21*23 celled.
from 208 to 213 inches. Wheelbase
(had to look that one up in the perpendicular ice-covered ledge
Mrs. L. Robert MacKenzie, Mrs.
lent condition. TEL. 216.
22-24
We were perfectly happy, and also has been increased two inches
TWO-Room Furnished, Heated
dictionary!)
to
look
at,
popcorn
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie left Nestor Salomaki, Mrs. Harold Dur
TEN-foot Meat Display Case for Apts, to let; 1 four-room unfur
yearned for nothing whatsoever. to 124 inches. A rear stabilizer bar
Robert Hanrahan who is em balls to make—molasses taffy to
sale. Price right, if taken at once. nished Apt. TEL. 402.
10tf Saturday for Boston, where thev ant, Mrs. Andrew Jurra, Mrs. Har
We had our own cows, plenty has been added in the rear, improv
pull,
and
many
other
oldtime
joys
will pass a few days.
ALMOND HALL, Tenant’s Harbor.
ry Beans and Mrs. Alice Mathews. ployed on the tanker Lake Charles
wonderful milk, and homemade ing car handling and stability and
SMALL fur. Apts, to let. Apply
Tel. 17-2.
21-23
The B. H’ers will meet next
Grabs, Mrs. Damon Gushee, Mrs. is passing a few days with his fam for Winter evenings.
In Person. 11 JAMES ST.
14Ptf
After a few years we moved to butter. Buttermilk to drink every minimizing side sway at high
PHILCO Refrigerat r 7.3 with
Tuesday evening with Mrs. George David White, and Mrs. Fred Star ily here.
HEATED and unheated furnished
full width freezer, for sale. Price
the far away farm at the Lobster i Saturday when mother would speeds. There is greater rear deck
Raatikainen at Cushing.
Mrs. Florence Grover attended
rett.
a length, making more luggage space
$180; 40 Broad St. TEL 1399-J. Apts to let. V F STUDLEY, 77
Pound. We didn’t seem to mind, churn. A calf was alway
Tels 8060 or 1234. ltf Congo Circle Supper Committees
___________________________ 21-23 Park St
Candy, Mrs. B. J. Pellicani, Mrs. the Abanaki Club trail ride and only the water was about a mile Bossie" to us, and we made pets available In the spacious trunk.
Mrs. Roland Berry, president of Parker McKellar, Mrs. Earle Moore dinner in Portland recently.
SANDING Machine and polisher
The Deluxe "88" Series Oldsmo
PLEASE Take Notice. Piano, in
from the farm, and Wharf’s of them. Mother always had a
excellent condition, for ale New to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer the Congregational Ladies Circle Sr., Mrs. George Buck and Mrs. Er
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wallace Quarry, where father worked in heifer which would come to the bile for 1952 has a larger and room
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
by and Evans. TEL. 412-W.
announces the following commit nest Lamb.
have been visiting in Revere, Mass. Summer, was about three miles door each morning for her dough ier Fisher body, with a longer
ltf
___________________________ 21*23 CO.. 440 Main St
tees for the coming year, for the
Mystery, Mrs. Phillip Simmons
Mrs Susan Sprague has been in farther on. This old farmhouse nut A wonderful life with not a wheelbase of 120 Inches and over
BALED Hay for sale; also
public suppers, March 13—Mrs. Le
Rockland,
fhe guest of her daugh had -pacious sunny rooms, and, as worry or care. And there was al all length of 204 inches. This makes
and
Miss
Frances
Spear,
co-chair

EGGS
'»_&
CHICKS
Grindstone. D
HESSELGREN.
land Philbrook, Mrs. Roland Berter,
Mrs.
Helen
Hoffses.
men,
Mrs.
Cornelius
Overlock.
Mrs.
Union. Tel. 37-22.
21 23
the windows were always full of ways dad with his inimitable jokes, it comparable in size to the Super
CLEMENTS New Hampshires ' ry, Mrs. Willard Boggs, Mrs. Ro Leland Philbrook,
Mrs. Elmer
mother was a great plant lover, and times when mother would put "88" A variation in exterior trim
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Mrs.
Howard
Leonard
and
daugh

and White Rocks are excellent for land Starrett, Mrs. Edwin Boggs
a heaping plate of her wonderful and a black rubber gravel shield
Watts, Mrs. P. D. Starrett, Mrs. ter are passing a week with his lovely blossoms
©NE-Story Building for .-ale. hatching egg and broiler produ and Mi's. J. Homer Nelson.
biscuits on either end of our long distinguish it from the Super "88."
Llewellyn Payson, Mrs. Willard parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
32-29 feet, suitable for busines.- or cers. Bred for extra stamina,
It was here that we trudged
April 10, Mrs. C. E. Overlock. Mrs.
table.
The 145 h p. "Rocket” engine with
home.
Must be moved.
TEL. abundant vigor, good meat qual
Boggs, Mrs. Walter Starrett and Leonard in Union.
some distance to school, a little
dual downcraft carburetor marks
(To be continued)
1174-J.________________________ 19tf ity, Maine-U-S. Approved, Pullor i Albert White, Mrs. Floyd Mank, Mrs. Lee W. Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Dow, Jr., or.e-room building with seven
Mrs. Silas Watts, Mrs. Lillian Sim
an increase of 10 h p. over the 1951
SAIL Boat for sale; Cape Cod um- Clean. Also available—Reds,
Plants and cut flowers, Mrs. Al
scholars! Some were High School
are
in Caribou for a few days.
mons
and
Mrs.
Damon
Gushee.
model.
Red-Rock
(Sex-Link)
Pullets
American Mercury; 15’. Good off
PORT
CLYDE
bert White and Mrs. Uno Laiho,
students.
I think this little
Crosses,
Barred
The 1952 Super "88" is powered
season buy. TEL. 454-M.
19*26 Leghorn-Red
May 8, Mrs. Fred Starrett, Mrs.
Recent callers at the home of Mr.
Sterling Boardman, Portsmouth,
Crosses. Write CLEMENTS BROS. Fred Campbell, Mrs. Clara Ler- Mrs. Silas Watts and Mrs. Robert N. H., is spending his vacation with school was located about half-way and Mrs. Walter Simmons were by the same "Rocket” engine that
BURROWES ALL ALUMINUM FARMS, Route 33, Winterport,
Walker.
on the road to Vinalhaven—from Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Grover of drives the Classic "98 " The Super
; mond, Mrs. Fred Perkins, Mrs. El
SELF-STORING COMBINATION- Me. (4).
Publicity, Mrs. Phillip Simmons his grandmother Mrs. Flora Board- North Haven.
Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Frank ‘88,” like the ”98,” uses the QuadriSTORM WINDOW and SCREEN
mer Watts and Mrs. Edgar Wiley.
man, Jefferson street.
and Miss Frances K. Spear.
SEX-Link Cockerels for sale. 5c
At this time (about 1900) we Thorndike. Mr. and Mrs. Warren Jet carburetor that accounts for
No Ladders. No Tools. Good for
June
12,
Mrs.
George
Buck-,
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Reginald
Monahan
Life. Reasonably Priced. Cash or each, every week. Pullet Chicks
had deep snows before Thanks
| sold out
for March.
Few William Cunningham, Mrs. Harold
Terms to Suit.
This is the night of the famous and daughter Marline, Mrs. Henry giving. We thought nothing of Merchant and daughter Phyllis of the improved efficiency and boosts
Camden.
the horsepower rating from 135 h.
E. T. LONG, Factory Rep.
open dates in April. Inoculated Durant, Mrs. B. P. Pellicani, Mrs fried clam supper at the Pratt Crowell went to Boston Sunday for
plowing our way to school. There
113 Camden St.
Phone 1503 for Newcastle if desired. BYRON Llewellyn Payson, Mrs. P. D. Star Memorial Methodist Vestry, Rock
p. to 160 h. p. Compression ratio is
a week.
were no snowplows away off there
20-tf MILLS, Waldoboro, Me. Tel. '51-3. rett and Mrs. David White.
7.5 to 1. The Super "88" also has a
FRIENDSHIP
land. Servings at 5.30 and 6.30 and
Frank Friend, Bangor, has been in the wilderness." Sometimes we
_________
18tf
APPLE IFeADQUARTERS
Cornelius Morse, Sr. is spending new rear stabilizer that improves
July 10, Mrs. Edwin Boggs, Mrs. "All You Can Eat.” The chief cook
at the home of Mrs. Lura Winslow. were lucky and got a ride on a big several weks in Rockland with his ear handling and reduces side way.
Macintosh, Cortland. Spies and
SEX-LINK Pullets. Cockerels or
Tolman Sweets. R. E. THURS straight-run Chicks for sale, from Parker McKellar, Mrs. Alice Mat is the widely known Harmon of
At the meeting of the Waldoboro sled drawn by a pair of horses. daughter, Mrs. Dean.
Due to the 25 additional horse
TON, Thurston’s Wharf, Tillson some of the best combined meat thews, Mrs. Walker Starrett, Mrs. Scarboro. Tickets are $1.25 for Woman's Club Tuesday the speak After a while smooth wide "ruts”
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Morse are power developed, other changes
Ave. Tel. 336, Rockland.
lOtf and egg Pullorum-clean, Maine- L. Robert MacKenzie and Mrs. adults and 65c for children. Re
er will be Mrs. Esther Long, public would wear down, and how tlie big spending the Winter in New York have been made in the 1952 "Rock
Approved breeding stock Maynard Leach.
member the last Methodist Fried
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette US
health nurse, the hostesses will be sled would slew! It used to scare
Dr. and Mrs. William Hahn were et" engine. Sturdier pistons have
available ln the East. Can be in
August 14, Mrs. Sidney Wyllie, Clam Supper? Yum Yum!
Adv*
BAI .ED Hay for sale, at barn or oculated for Newcastle disease if
Mis. Lillian Boggs, Mre. Mildred me half to death; so much so, that recent dinner guests of Mr. and been installed This in turn has ne
delivered. Excellent quality. None desired. Lowest prices. DUTCH Mrs. Michael Halligan, co-chair
Damon, Mrs. Harriet Holden, Mrs. I would refuse a ride many times. Mrs. Virgil Morton in Thomaston cessitated the addition of heavier
of it rained on. Only a few tons
NECK HATCERY, Melville Davis. men, Mrs. William Cunningham,
PLEASANT POINT
Here, at this farm, perched on a
Schools in town closed Friday for counter-weighs on the five-bearing
Dorothy Paul.
to offer, so call early. For full Tel.
122-23, Waldoboro, Me.
8tf Mrs. Lillian Simmons, Mrs. Edgar
Mrs. Marion Ames
information call NEIL RUSSELL.
hill, was a workshop with a long a week's vacation.
crankshaft to compensate for the
Wiley and Miss Frances Spear,
The friends and family of Mar
West Meadow Rd. Tel. 408.
bench in it. On the bench was
Two of our village teachers have power increase. Increase of the ra
SOUTH LIBERTY
waitresses, Mrs. Roland Starrett, ion Ames, suffered a distinct loss
WANTED
148tf
firmly attached a “bone-grinder" been ill, Mr. Mudge and Mrs. Davis. tio of the valve travel to the rocker
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Moon of
Mrs. Floyd Mank, Mrs. Russell by her sudden death on the morn
(like a food-chopper)
We were F. L. S. Morse of Thomaston and arm has raised the valve lift and
Now Open: Lubrication Jobs Smith and Mrs. Dyson Jameson.
ing of Feb. 6 at her home here. 3ayport, N. Y., were guests last always grinding large beef bones Mrs. Marguerite Sylvester were
wanted, cars washed, ignition
thus contributed to the greater
week
at
the
home
of
their
aunts,
BODY and
September 11, Mrs. Laura Star She was born August 17, 1916,
| checked. PARK ST. SUNOCO.
substitutes.
for
the
hens.
It
required
much
horsepower.
23*25 rett, Mrs. S. B. Kalloch. Mrs. Uno daughter of Byran and Eula Mrs. L. A. Powell and Mrs. Agnes
Mrs. Mary Carlson, children Vir
grinding for meager results! Here,
The Quadri-Jet carburetor is a
Richards,
returning
home
Wednes

FENDER WORK
Laiho,
Mrs.
Willard
Boggs,
Mrs.
(Young’ Coombs.
WAITRESS wanted, at BOBS
too, my brothers and I made many ginia and Glenn, attended a birth further advance in high compres
day.
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
LUNCH. Tel. Thomaston 247-3. Nestor Salomaki, Mrs. Floyd Mank
She was a member of the Metho
day party for Virginia Hanson in sion engine development achieved
Elwood Richardson and son bows, arrows, bow-guns, "knives,”
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS ___________________________ 23-25 and Mrs. William Davies.
dist Church, and Acorn Grange,
and pistols, all of wood, to “fight Rockland recently.
by Oldsmobile engineers. It con
Charles
were
in
town
as
guests
of
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
October 9, Mrs. Maynard Leach. from which she will be greatly
Congratulations are extended to sists essentially of a primary and
the Indians with," I could whittle
his
mother,
Mrs.
Lalie
Powell.
Mr.
Service
and
Repair.
Write
or
Call
REPAIRS
Mrs. Phillip Simmons, Mrs. Fred missed.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Orff, (Mrs. a secondary carburetor, each of the
with the best of them!
' 258 Water St., Augusta. TEL. 3770.
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
Services were held at Davis Fu Richardson returned home the 17th
14tf Starrett, Mrs. George Buck, Mrs.
After the deep snows had final Nellie Wallace), who were married dual downdraft type.
while
Charles
remained
to
pass
his
Elmer Watts and Mrs. Harry Beane. neral Home in Thomaston, Rev.
ly melted, we would start out into Feb. 9 and are now on a trip to
Rowling's Garage
November 13, Mrs. Leroy McClus Kathleen Weed officiating. The week’s vacation from school with the woods with a lunch, and sev Florida.
WEST WALDOBORO
his grandmother.
778 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 202-W
key, Mrs. Dana Smith, Sr., Mrs. ; great profusion of flowers were si
William Richards has purchased
William Little has returned to
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Turner eral raw potatoes, which we roast
lent tokens of all who loved her.
Willis
Vinal,
Mrs.
Robert
Walker,
: the Alfred Standish place, the lat his work on the oil tanker, Lake
1-tf
were recent visitors at the home of ed in the live coals after we had
Mrs. Earle Moore, Sr., Mrs. Fred Bearers were Arthur Gamage, Wil
ter having moved to Kennebunk Charles after spending 10 days
cut
and
burned
enough
brush
for
their
daughter,
Mrs.
Marjorie
Lud

Perkins and Mrs. Lee W. Walker. liam Gilchrist, Ventner Beckett,
port.
MEN’S, Women's and children’s
our
ash-heap.
Never
did
“
spuds
”
with his family here.
wig at Washington.
December 11, Mrs. B. J. Pellicani, Oakley Ames, Richard Fales, Ken
There are several cases of measles I Mrs. Mary Stephens, R. N., of
Bhoes sold at factory price at JOE’S
Alton Overlock was an Augusta taste so good! (I can vouch for
neth
Wilson.
Interment
in
Pleas

SHOE STORE, 63 Cedar St. Open
Mrs. Boynton Maxey, Mrs. Roland
in town.
Prescription Service
Portland spent the week-end with
business visitor Saturday of last that.—Ed.l
dally, Inc. Sunday until 9 p. m„
Miss Eva Jane Simmons, daugh her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Berry, Mrs. Michael Halligan and ant View cemetery, Pleasant Point.
One
day
I
went
up
to
Wharf
’
s
week.
except Thurs. close at 6 o’clock
Drugs - Sundries
Survivors
are
her
husband,
Rob

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Myron Sim Waltz.
Mrs. Roland Starrett.
98tf
More than $131 was collected Quarry to spend the day with a
TEL. 1204
January, 8, 1953, Mrs. Sidney ert Ames, daughter Louise Ames, for the March of Dimes, Mrs. Jane friend (about a three-mile walk). mons enters Knox Hospital Sunday
Mrs. Kenneth Krah is visiting in
HOOFING AND SIDING
373 MAIN STREET
Wyllie, Mrs. Phillip Simmons, Mrs son Allen Ames; mother, Mrs. Eula Jones, chairman reports, and some That section was quite thickly for a tonsil operation.
i Virginia.
TITE-ON, fire-resistant roofs, 20
Coombs;
grandmother,
Mrs.
Cora
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Rev. E. E. Pender went to Man
Parker McKellar,
Mrs. Donald ■
kinds of siding, repair work, metal
Sympathy is extended to Mrs.
Coombs of Islesboro and Mrs. Ber not collected in. This month the populated then, with a large chester, N. H. recently and re
92-Th-tJ|
windows, and doors. Free esti
Mathews, and with men waiting on
Harland Davis of Cushing on the
drive is on for the Heart Fund. boarding-house or two, besides
tha
Young
of
Belfast.
I
mates, monthly payments. CALL
turned home Tuesday. Mrs. Pen sudden death of her husband, Har
tables.
quite a few families round about,
1213-M or write P. O. Box 424,
der led the prayer meeting in his lan Davis late Sunday. Mrs. Davis
Congregational
Fair
Committees
as
there
was
much
stone-cutting
ALTERATIONS
and
Repair
Work
Rockland.
lOltf
CUSHING
absence.
Mrs. Roland Berry, general chair- [
the the daughter of Mrs. Audrey
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
Schools closed Friday for a work going on then.
The Men's Club met in the
Union
St..
Grove
St.
entrance
Tel
man of the August 14 fair, auspices
My friend asked me if I liked Methodist vestry Monday night. , French of this place.
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
week's vacation.
1630. EVA AMES.
22*27 of the Congregational Ladies Circle
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shuman and
Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Orff at raw eggs. “Oh. but certainly!” said Rev. Bruce Cummings of Warren
Milford Jackson of Winslows Mills
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash . DON’T discard your old or has made announcement of comtended the Ice Follies in Boston I, as I visioned a golden glass of being guest speaker.
Refresh and Mr. and Mrs. George Stewart
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and : NEWMAN for restoring and re- ' mittees in charge of the affair.
last week, accompanied by Mr. and egg-nog, all flavored up with nut ments were served.
Aprons, Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mrs.
Foundation Stone.
Estimates ! finishing; 48 Masonic St.
meg, the way Mom made it for us i A covered dish supper was served of Thomaston were recent dinner
i Mrs. Lewis Meguire of Camden.
Tel
I Mrs. Edward Maloney, Mrs. Clyde at home My friend says: "I’m Wednesday night in Ray's upper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
gladly submitted. No obligation.
Mrs. George
1106-M
ltf Donald Mathews,
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
Maloney, Mrs. Lana Killeran and so glad you do, because I can’t find hall by members of the WAFH. Sheffield and Viola Kuhn.
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
Mrs. Audrey French returned
i
Mrs. Florence Geyer were guests anyone who will eat one with me.” having the firemen as guests. Mr.
REAL ESTATE
han A Son), Clark Island, Me.
home
Sunday after visiting her
Thursday
of
Mrs.
M.
T.
Maloney.
And so saying, she grabbed my and Mrs. Roland Starrett were also
Toi. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant's
FOR SALE
! Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Harjula and hand and lit out for the henhouse! guests. Mr. Starret showing several daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Harbor 56-13.
1-tf
Apartment House in Rockland,
j daughters Carolyn and Sonja called
She took an egg from a nest and reels of moving pictures whieh Mrs. Harlan Davis in Cushing.
excellent location on quiet street.
Stanley Waltz spent two days in
Saturday on Mrs. Lana Killeran handed it to me, which I gleefully were greatly enjoyed.
I newly renovated. Four apartments
Boston recently.
and
Mrs.
Katheryn
Maloney.
MISCELLANEOUS
accepted.
Then
she
took
another
' with gas stoves and refrigerators.
| Sumner Carlson of Garrison
| Congratulations to the newly- for herself, and glancing at me Island had a bulldozer there re- ! Mr. and Mrs. Dewey WinchenElectric hot water heater, cabinet
GIRDS—One-year Course in the
heaters; 2 apartments—2 rooms
weds, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Orff, said, "Oh, ain’t you goin’ to eat ; cently, which pushed rocks and ' bach were recent guests of Mr. and
nursing care of children. Full
I and bath; 2 apartments, 3 rooms
j
who are on a wedding trip to it?” I said: “Oh yes, when it’s boulders from the beach to the ; Mrs. Reuben Chase.
maintenance and cash allowance.
and bath. Income $160 per month
Florida.
Two years' High School minimum
beat up.” "Oh,” she says,, “I like banks to eliminate erosion.
ALLEN INSURANCE AGENCY
requirement; High School gradu
Mrs. Katheryn Maloney enter
DESIGNED AND MADE
J. Hugh Montgomery.
ates given preference. Write N. E
tained Acorn Sewing Circle Friday
Tel 2296
Camden, Maine Than Any Other Saw
TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
PEABODY HOME, Newton Cen
.
23-25 |
afternoon. The next meeting will
KOPPERS APPROVED ROOFERS
ter 59, Mass._______________ 21-23
be at Mrs. Mildred Marshall’s
FOR SALE
AL
ROBERGE SHEET METAL
In central location, a good, little See it in action. Let us give you a free Feb. 29.
Without Nagging Backache
SCHOOL NOTICE
6-room House; 3 rooms and bath ' demonstration. This new saw . . .
Nagging backache, loss of pep andenergy,
Saturday callers on Mr. and Mrs.
and
ROOFING
CO.
headaches and dizziness may be due to slow
on first floor; 3 sleeping rooms on i built and backed by Homelite, manu
Due to present demand for
82 LIMEROCK STREET
down of kidney function. Doctors say good
2nd. Cemented basement, $4500. , facturers of more than 300,000 gaso ! M. J. Maloney and Mr. and Mrs.
trained office help, advanced
605 HAMMOND ST.
BANGOR, ME.
TEL. 8721
kidney function is very important to good
:
Ralph
Paulsen
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
(tudents (with previous com
I In central location a House with i line engine driven units .., is the best
ROCKLAND, MAINE
i health. When some everyday condition, such
| as stress and strain, causes this important
Philip Donnell of East Hartford,
mercial training) will be accept
4 apartments, will bring income of ,
Free Estimates Gladly Given.
function to slow down, many folks suffer nagTel. 1335
•
Tel. 1139
ed any Monday*—Day School
about $100 per month. $4300. See that you can buy.
j Conn., Mr. and Mrs. Edward John
1 ging backache-feel miserable. Minor blad16-26
Classes.
F. H. WOOD, Court House, Rock- j
I der irritations due to cold or wrong diet may
son of Rockland and Mr. and Mrs.
All Types of Sheet Metal Work — Tar and Gravel—
G. F. PAYSON
cause getting up nights or frequent passages.
j land.
22-23
BOCKLAND SCHOOL
Don’t neglect your kidneys if these condi
David Dorr of Gorham.
tions bother you. Try Doan’s PilLs-a mild
Slate
—
Tin
—
Roofs
—
Gutter
Work
and
Skylights.
TWO-APT. House at 49 Park St
Farm Machinery Division
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wilson
Of COMMERCE
| A grievance is one thing that
diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
for sale, occupied at present. Price
over 50 years. It*3 amazing how many times
MAINE were supper guests Saturday of Mr.
Heating—Ventilation—Air Conditioning.
TEL. 148
245 MAIN ST
can never be cured by careful nurs right. Inquire WALDOBORO GA- UNION
Doan’s give happy relief from these discom
‘
23-25
22-24 | and Mrs. James Davis.
forts—help the 15 milesof kidney tubes and fil
11-23 ing.
(
I RAGE, 118 Park St. Tel. 476. 96tf
ters flush out waste. Get Doan’s Pills today!
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PICTURE

Distinction
and Quality

CROSS

Wake Up
To More Comfort

>

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

VINALHAVEN
MRS. ALLIE LANE
Correspondent
Telephone 85

Mrs. Eleanor Conway was hos
tess to the E.O.T. Club Thursday
night at her home on Atlantic
avenue for dessert Bridge. First
honors at cards w’ere won by Mrs.
Mora Thomas, second by Mrs.
Hazel RobertsMiss Priscilla Carlson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Carlson has
recently made thg Dean's List at
Farmington State Teachers' Col
lege.

George Lawry, Mrs. Fred Green
law, Mrs. Joyce Ames and son
John, Fred Phillips, Mrs. Gleason
MoHenan, Valois Young, Jr., were
visitors at Rockland Friday.
Miss Harriet Vinal, teacher at
Natick, Mas? , is passing a vaca-

S,MPl£A3A&C'

'
‘

Always

fpu y Cains

'

JOR QUALITY
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tion here with her sisters, Mrs.
Mildred Hopkins ano Mrs. Nelly
Marston.
Mrs. Lorna Swears of New
Britain, Conn., was week-end
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. C Calderwood.
J. H. Roberts went to Rockland
Friday to attend the meeting of
the Scottish Rites. The Sixth and
Seventh Degrees were exemplified.
All schools in town closed Friday
for a vacation of a week. Sessions
will be resumed Feb. 25.
The Washington Club was en
tertained Friday night by Mrs
Emma Winslow at her home on
Cottage street. Picnic lunch was
served and the evening passed
with sewing, knitting and canasta.
Miss Edith MacDonald, Miss
Phyllis Bogren and Miss Lois Web
ster, students at Gorham State
Teachers’ College are passing the
vacation period at their homes
here.
Mrs., Marie Carver and Ralph
Smith, who have been guests of
Mrs. Carver’s son, Galen Perkins
at Portland, returned home Sat
urday.
Sterling Stackhouse of Bangor is
guest of Rev. and Mrs. W S.
Stackhouse.
Cpl. John W McCormick re
cently arrived from Italy and is

spending a furlough
of
a
month here with his mother, Mrs.
Annabelle Knight. This 1* Cpl
McCormick's first visit home in
four years.

j
j
j

!

j
;
■

i
1

Mrs. Glads's Lawry is guest of
her sister and brother-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Maynard Smith at Rock
land.
Master John Young, son o Mr.
and Mrs Robert Young, who has
been a patient at Knox Hospital
for several weeks, has returned to
his home here.
Alec Bruce, who is employed at
Camden, spent the week-end at
his home here.
Union Church Circle will meet
Thursday aftternoon at the vestry.
Supper will be served at 5.30.
Housekeepers will be Beulah Drew,
Lucille Carver, Ida Lihby and
Cora Peterson.
At the Church Night meeting
Wednesday night, there will be a
meeting of the Church Council, instead of the usual program All
those who attend the Wednesday
evening service and are interested
in the work of the church, are
welcome.
The bouquet of carnations on
the altar at the morning service
Sunday at Unidn Church were in
memory of Mrs. Flavllla Ander
son
The large and beautiful

AY ALL BAY
itlade.

$ oan 2aA.o£

Main, Sugared, Cinnamon

12 ?OR

0’d Fashioned - Large Size

6 F0R

-HOLIDAY BAKERY SPECIAL------

CHERRY PIE

3Mtfii.-3A.im.
Ready

J' OJS'ZFaT

ASXttAr*?

A

io fat

Lattice Top
billed With Luscious
i RiPe -herr.es

L

jAuiti. & ItMela&teA.

}7lzai Valued

Face Fnd Lb 67c

-

COOKED HAMS

Jfi**

ea

ORANGES

55c

i Florida - Bab' Juice - Juice

Northern F road i

Meaty 10-14 LB Ave

Sue

Turkeys

|

«•»

DRAWN READY FOR THE OVEN t» 79c

I

» _’ -

«»» iNO ROAST SIZE

uptoeib,

Tree

4^ ■’W

DOZ

Ripened

, -

/»

f

Florida - Large Size

R29c

_

LB 43c

Tender Sweet Flavorlul

2 BCHS 19c

CARROTS

Tender Light Scft Meat

Lamb Legs

_J

Loaded With Juice

GRAPEFRUIT 4

TJhc'st Poll. - SCA'T i!Zt - CHINE IND IB 53c

Pork Loins

Ail

LB 75c
Iceberg Firm Crisp

Boned & Rolled It Desired

Lamb Fores

LB 45c

2

LETTUCE

25c

HEADS

New Green *-»iiti Heads
leads

Lean, Meaty, Eronom ca

LB 44c

Smoked Shoulders

Firm, Tender

FRYER? or BkCltERS- 2’/2 - 3 ft I b. Avs.

lp47c

Chickens

CEAVtK FEACY TO COOK t8 67t

Sliced Bacon

LB 49c
LB 23c '

Fancy

2

BEETS

19c

BCHS

Luscious Red Pipe

Lean, Rindless. Sugar Cured

Mackerel

2 LBS 17c

CAFBAGE

c^° 21c

TOMATOES

F3udq.ei Mewing Ua£a&l
Finast - Pea Beans, Yellow Eye, Red Kidney

foantelatid J.ea

lc SALE
CTN of 48 BAGS
CTN of 16 BAGS
A 60c Va'ue GOTH

Baked

Beans

2

47c

cans

Oven Baked Yellow Eye cr Pea Beans

44c

Ole

TIC-

B & M

27C

Beans

Pineapple Juice

29c

'*&'

FOR

New Pack, Florida

Homemade.
STRAWBERRY PRESERVES
MIRABEL JAR 39c
Raspberry Preserve
Grape Jelly

Juice

I QT 14 Pl.oz

CAn

21C

Finast - Taste the Fresh Difference

JAR

59c

cans

79c

or

29c

Mayonnaise
Recommended for Infant Feeding

Milk

Evangeline

6

Mirabel LB JAR 35c

Pure Concord

12 oz JAR 2lc

Miller - Sliced Kosher

Dill Pickles
Hormel

JAR

Luncheon Meat

48c

Spam
Highly Refined

ORANGE JUICE
Each Can Makes P/fc
Pints Pure Juice

Strawberries

O

4b

Cans

Yor e..d.n

25C
33c

Pure Lard

LB
CYN

18c

Cloverdale - Fine Table Quality

Margarine

LB

CTN

22c

Grocery Price* etlective at 115 Main 6U Thomaete a—12 Central St., Rockport—29 Main SU, Caf»4ei

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

FIRST

NATIONAL

brother George Sprague of Brain
tree, Mass. Mr. Sprague will be re
membered by old-time friends
here, who extend sympathy to his
family.
Lauretta Carter’s Party
Lauretta Nancy Carter,' daugh
ter of Mr and Mrs. Burton Carter
celebrated her eighth birthday by
entertaining four of her school
mates Saturday afternoon at her
home on Granite street. Dancing
and games were enjoyed. Roxanna
Calderwood and Bette Ellen Bur
gess winning prizes. Refreshments
of birthday cake and ice cream
were served. Miss Lauretta re
ceived many nice gifts. Those pre
sent were Karen Lloyd, Cora Jean
MacDonald, Roxana Calderwood,
Bette Ellen Burgess and Jeannette
Carter.

e
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HERE'S THE BIGGEST AND BEST

Hot Cereal New

STORES

FM

JOHN SPEAKS HIS MIND

Cascade Alleys

And Alexander's Political Views Are Not

Pirates Have Easy Time Of
It—Poole High Man For
Ducks

Too Complimentary To Some Officials

Canton, Mo., Feb. 10.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Will Rogers usea to say that all
he knew was what he read in the
papers. Well, it appears from the
papers that there is a great inter
est just now in politics. For my
own part, I am especially interest
ed since the political climate here
is quite unlike that of Maine or
New York, or even Connecticut—
at the time I lived there. For the
first time in my life, on coming to
Missouri, I found myself part of
Thc Night Cappers
The Night cappers were enter a minority group in the midst of
tained Thursday night by Mrs. a community where the great ma
Lsa belle Osgood at her home on jority vote the Democratic ticket
East Boston road. Lunch, which as a matter of course.
Now I didnt grow up without
included a large, beautifully-deco
rated Valentine cake was served, coming into contact with a few
the table and dining-room being Democrats, just as I came to know
gay with decorations appropriate a few people who were openly sin
to Valentine’s day. The evening ful, or who didn’t believe in God.
was passed with cards, honors go As a matter of fact, my maternal
ing to Mrs. Helen Haskell and grandfather used to argue hotly
for the superiority of Democratic
Mrs. Alice Osgood.
principles (while my father leaned
Lions Indies’ Night
toward the notion that they had
The Vinaihaven Lions Club ob nonet, but it was quite evident to
served Ladies' Night last Thurs me as a listening child that he was
day with a turkey dinner at the most unrealistic and ridiculous in
Red Men's Hall with 52 present opposing well-established Repub
The dinner was prepared and lican concepts.
served by members of Monarda
As I grew older I became a little
Council, Order of Pocahontas, Mrs. more critical, so that except for
Bessie Geary, Mrs. Nellie Robin my first election or two, I have
son, Mrs. Mary Wentworth, Miss never voted a straight ticket. But
Alice Whittington. Miss Ruth I am perfectly content to say that
Billings, Mrs. Mabel Oakes and I never was a Roosevelt man—
Valentine Party
Mrs. Bessie Morton. After the Franklin, that ls.
(Good old
Miss Jacqueline Ames was given dinner a musical program was en "Teddy” was out of the picture
a Valentine party by her mother. joyed and an interesting talk on before I could vote*.
Mrs. Julia Thomas, Thursday the customs, dress and weapons of
It was with some apprehension,
night at their home on Chestnut the ancient Indians of Maine, was then, that I sat me down by the
street A jolly evening was passed given by Wendell Hadlock of the waters of this Democratic Babylon,
with a variety of games and re Farnsworth Memorial at Rockland. unable to sing the old songs in
freshments of sandwiches, cookies,
this strange land. And it was not
Valentine cake and ice cream
exactly pleasant to find myself
LOUDVILLE
were served, the table being pret
Nellie Poland has papered Eliza often on the receiving end of po
tily-decorated, appropriate to Val
litical jokes. But, as time has
beth Prior's kitchen for her.
entine’s day, with favors of Valen
A. P. Garland and Heber Poland gone on, I have learned an amaz
tine dolls made by Mrs. Dorothy
of Waldoboro and Carlton Gar ing fact: these Democrat friends
Melin.
Young friends present
land of Bremen were here for a of mine are by no means as happy
were Susan Webster, Mary Phil
or secure as I had imagined. I
few hours last Thursday.
brook, Lauretta Shields, Janice
The Poland and Garland fami have discovered that it is possible
Wadleigh, Shirley Dyer. Sharon
lies closed their homes here and for one poor little insignificant
Healey. Dallas Anthony, Laurence
have moved to the mainland for refugee from Republican Maine lo
Davidson,
James
Calderwood,
spoil the whole day for a room
the Winter.
Dennis Tupper, Herbert Martin,
full of old time Missouri Demo
Scholars Celebrate
Albert and Alfred Osgood, Mrs.
crats by just the right remark.
A
Valentine
party
was
held
at
Dorothy Melin and Jacqueline’s
A year or two ago, for example,
teacher. Miss Bixler, were special the schoolhouse Thursday after a group was engaged in the nor
noon.
Some
mothers
and
friends
guests. •
were present. The teacher, Mrs. mal American pastime cf pointing
Allard Sprague
Mains, read the story of St. Valen out all the things that are wrong
News has been received here, of tine, then games were played and with the world, when a sneaking
the death, after a long illness, of refreshments of cake, cookies, Republican wolf in sheep’s cloth
ing spoiled it all by saying sadly,
Allard- Sprague, Feb 14. in Brock cocoa, and fudge were served.
ton, Mass. Mr. Sprague was a na
Each one present was well re "These terrible things would be
tive of Vinaihaven, the son of Mr. membered with Valentines, and happening if only Truman were
and Mrs. Stephen Sprague, and those who were unable to attend i alive!" The subject was abruptly
passed his childhood and youth sent valentines. A happy social closed, and not for many day did I
hear any member of that particu
here. He married Miss Alda Wins- i time was enjoyed by all.
lar group making wisecracks about
ow of Vinaihaven. About 3S years
Levi Carter
Republicans.
ago they went to Brockton, where
The oldest member of this com
There is another saying going
Mr. Sprague had employment and munity, Levi Carter, age 89 years.
where they have since made their 7 months, 10 days, passed away at the rounds just now as we are ap
home Besides his wife, he is sur the home of his son, Winfield Car proaching the birthday of the
vived by one daughter. Mrs. Doro ter on Saturday, Feb. 9. Funeral Father of Our Country which,
thy Rines of Providence, R. I., a services were held at the little when told among my Democratic
grandson, Kenneth Rines, now- island church, Rev. Gertrude An friends, produces this same emi barrassed uneasiness. It goes like
serving in the U. S. Navy, and one derson officiating.
’his, “George Washington couldn’t
All five of his children were
tell a lie; Franklin Roosevelt
the funeral, seven
f ^MfP££AS 4-8-cf> present at
couldn't tell the truth; Harry Trugrandchildren and one great grand
I man can’t tell the difference.”
child.
Those
who
came
from
out
Always Huy
There is just that grain of truth
of town to the services were Lin
wood Carter, Mr. and Mrs. Ber in these nasty little jokes that
trand Collamore and sons. Richard j makes them sting. It was a no
MAYONNAISE
and Donald and Amos Loud, all torious public official from an ear
for Quality"!
of Round Pond and Orman Poland lier era and the other side of the
political fence who said, "I don’t
of Newcastle.
mind the lies they tell about me;
it is the truth that hurts."
It is a strange fact that my
neighbors here do not seem happy
about having a fellow Missourian
in the White House. It is all the
more surprising to me when I re
call the real pride all New Eng
landers felt and still feel in the
fact that Calvin Coolidge, one of
their own, was chosen to serve as
leader of the whole nation. We
recognized his limitations but re
For oatmeal lovers here’s
joiced that he personified the New
England virtues of patience, integ
a brand new, grand new
rity and thrift.
flavor treat.
When the news of President
Roosevelt’s death reached us, I
did not immediately go into full
Try MaypI Oats today!
mourning But, out of respect for
It’s inspired by your
the apparent grief of my fellow
old favorite —hot cereal
townsmen, I controlled my true
served with maple syrup.
feelings. Gradually it became evi
Maypl Oats is a quick
dent that my consideraton was
cooking Oat Cereal witli
uncalled for. It was not grief that
the maple syrup right
was producing the long faces; it
was worry. They were afraid of
in it! You’ll love its ap
the future with Mr. Truman as
petizing bouquet and
President. They knew him too well
delicious flavor. Sweet
not to be fearful.
enough for most without
It was shortly after this, al
adding sugar.
though at that time no criticism
of President Truman had yet been
offered, that the president of our
college in a private conversation
Get Maypl Oats next time you shop!
attempted to defend Mr. Truman,
saying that no one from Missouri
A PRODUCT OF THE
could get into politics without the
support
of Pendergast machine.
MALTEX COMPANY
Actually, I now realize, he was
BURLINGTON, VERMONT
deeply disturbed. I am sure that
the revelations now appearing
LISTEN TO: RECIPE NEIGHBORS with Mary Pearl
concerning bribery, peddling of in
WDEV Waterbury Friday*
10:45 A.M.
fluence, and personal appropria
tion of public property on the part

IN YEARS!

Dole or Libby

Orange

amaryllis plant, in front of the
altar ls owned by Mrs. Vera John
son, and was originally the prop
erty of her mother, Mrs, Norman
Trefrey.
It came from Nova
Scotia.
Miss Muriel Chilles returned
Saturday from Rockland, where
she was guest during the week of
her sister and brother-in-law Mr.
and Mrs Herbert Patrick.
Midshipman Leonard Skoog of
the Maritime Academy at Castine
passed the week-end here with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gosta
Skoog and had as guest Edward
Sleeper of Rockland
Vinaihaven, as well as most of
Maine, was the victim Sunday and
Monday, of one of the heaviest
snowstorms in many years, the
drifts all over town reaching the
height of seven and nine feet.
Much credit is due to the workers,
who handled the serious situation
made by the heavy masses of
snow, crews with the snowplows
and shovellers working all night
Sunday and Monday nights, as
well as through the days.
Midshipman Charles Doughty of
the Maritime Academy at Castine
spent the week-end here, with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Doughty.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Carter re
cently entertained Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Littlefield and Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Tolman honoring the four
teenth wedding anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. Tolman. Dancing was
enjoyed and refreshments served.
Mr. and Mrs. Tolman were pre
sented with several gifts.
Mrs. George Swears of New Bri
tain, Conn., visited her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Calderwood
over the week-end.

Pay

of officials of the present adminis
tration come as no great surprise
to Missouri Democrats.
They
only wonder if something worse
may not yet be disclosed.
Their true feelings are probably
revealed in the exasperated query
of the life-long Democrat who said
to me recently, ’’Why don’t the
Republicans ever run a man we
can vote for?” They feel that they
must cast a Democratic ballot, but
deeply dislike their own candidate.
Time would fail me to tell of
such local political situations as
the murder of the Kansas City
gambler, at Democratic Headquar
ters beneath President Truman's
portrait; or the telephone call by
night from a very high Washing
ton official to a Missouri judge,
who was about to indict a politi
cal appointee for failure to pay
his income taxes, instructing the
judge to lay off; or our own Gov.
Smith who, as speaker at the in
auguration of the new president of
a Methodist four-year college, per
sistently referred to that college
by the name of a Junior College
for women affiliated with the
D.sciples and located 75 miles
away—that fame Gov Smith who
once taught In a grade school and
now proposes to become President
of the University of Missouri.
Doubtless I have already said
enough. If this ever comes to the
attention of Mr Truman, I might
even receive one of his famous let'.ers. Should that happen, you
shall be the first to know
John B Alexander.

Well Bet It's Good

North Haven Friend Sends
Us a Recipe For Clam
Pie

Monday night at the Cascade Al
leys saw the Pirates having an easy
time with the Ganders, winning
over the Big Bird boys by 45 pins.
It was an off night for the “big
shots” on the Gander team, not a
man reaching the century mark, in
fact Clint Smith's 99 was the best
they could produce.
On the Pirate’s side Shields,
bowling at anchor came through
in his last string with 111, and
Poole subbing for Peterson had a
single of 110 and total of 303. Herb
Loveless had a consistent evening
bowling three strings of 82, some
thing that looks easy enough when
you’re not trying to do it, but is
hard to do if you really want to.
Oanders—Adams 233. Smith 264.
Rae 267. Loveless 246, H. Arey 268,
total 1278.
Pirates—Bickford 231, Williams
249, Peacock 245, Poole for Peter
son 303, Shields 285, total 1323.
•• • •
The Ducks seem to be getting in
to their old time form with two
straight wins the second time over
the Worms Wednesday night. The
opposition claimed it was partly due
to the subs on the Ducks team but
a review of the figures on the game
hardly bears out the statement.
Captain Ducky was in bed with
the flu so Shields was called in as
sub and his 284 is about Ducky’s
average, while Mike Williams, sub
bing for “P. M.” Drew, who was off
on the mainland ”P. Ming”, chalked
up a 231 which Drew claims he
could bowl left handed.
But even so, the Ducks flopped
the necessary pins to win by a 41
margin. Poole again was high with
a 302 keeping his average right
around the 100 mark. Grimes got
the surprise of his young life when
Ted MacDonald turned on him and
gave him a good 15 pin trouncing
and felt insult added to injury
when he heard Ted proudly an
nounce to his team mates "WelL I
beat My man.”
The results of the recent shake up
seem to show the teams better
matched for the last five games
find two teams tied in games won,
for first place and the other two
teams tied for third place.
Worms—Grimes 220, Johnson 270,
Mills 247, Sanborn 252, Guilford
290. total 1279.
Ducks—MacDonald 235, Williams
231, Nelson 268, Poole 302, Shields
I 284, total 1320.

Etta F Beverage of North Ha
ven sends the following recipe for
"Old-Fashioned Clam Pie,” which
has been a popular article of food
in her family for years:
Clean one pint of clams very
carefully to get out the "white
wiggler” which spoils any clam
dish for me, also the so-called
"black." Cut rims in small pieces,
if that is the way you like them.
Cook all in a small amount of
water until nearly done, as over
cooking is apt to make clams ■ clouds and skies and muddy side
tough. Cool a bit and add one j roads. Feb. 10, we went to Whitman,
cup of milk, which may be previ Mass, by way of Bridgewater and
ously heated to save time. When Brockton; another nice trip with
hot thicken with one rounding 1 same type of day
tablespoon of flour wet with cold ; There are so many things to see
milk (no lumps,. Cook until this ! on these rides that one cannot re
is of a cream consistency stirring member much except the cars that
all the time, as it scorches easily, are on the road going and coming
season to taste.
and the stop signs that one must
Pour into an eight-inch custard watch or be out of luck. Had a
plate previously lined with short lovely call at the home of Melvin
cake dough (not pie crust) made R. Hall, a former Liberty boy who
while the clams cooked. Have the is now with his sons, owner and
top crust rolled and ready to manager of Pine Ridge Poultry
cover at once, as dough rises fast farm in Whitman, and has a big
But three dots of butter on mix business in the poultry line. He
ture and cover at once. The crust has about 5,000 hens in his several
should have a pattern cut in it to two-storied houses, a job that keeps
him and his sons out of idleness
let the steam escape.
Bake about 15 minutes in a every day. He says the poultry
quick oven, or until crust is done business is like the potato business
and browned.
Any shortcake in North Maine; some years it’s
dough left may be cut in fancy good and some years not so good.
For this trip to Whitman, we
pieces and served with the pie.
Served at once with baked pota left Pawtucket at 1.15 p. m. made
toes, Bird's eye peas, salad and the trip and called at Mr. Halls
good coffee, it is a dish fit for a i and arrived back home at 7 p. m.;
queen, and one I never saw a feat that couldn’t have been
served anywhere outside out fam accomplished in that time back
in the "horse and buggy days,”
ily, "a-la Beverage” I guess
• • • •
So much for one of the luxurys
(And now we await the fulfill we enjoy today that our grand
ment of the author’s promise to fathers never dreamed of, that to
send another old timer, “rhubarb us are every day occurences with
us. A trip to Maine on the 22nd is
pudding.”—Ed.)
the next trip over the Turnpike
to be in what seems like an
She Likes "Rhody" and
other climate. Sometimes I won
der
what
a difference 2S6
Clara Overlook Surprised At miles, North, South, East, or West
makes in weather, climate, etc.
Winter Conditions In
and vegetation.
Rhode Island
Clara Overlook
Nothing special to keep me busy
this afternoon after I had read
The Courier Gazette of Saturday
from front to back and reverse so
I thought I'd pass away time by
writing a general letter, not inter
esting perhaps but a time killer.
To begin I’ll say if I had Win
ters in Maine such as this one here
in Rhode Island I'd never think
of going to Florida or any other
warm State. I came down here
Jan. I, found no signs of snow
and it has only snowed twice since
a few inches each time and was
gone by the next day. Only two
cold nights about the same as we
in Maine get in late November.
Today's weather report said
Greenville, Me. got 14 inches of
snow as of yesterday, a letter from
home said five inches in Gardiner “Osuble action” works
with you lor success...
—We here got rain (warm and boitor rises twice: first
plenty of it). Today, Feb. 12, is a In mixing; again In
beautiful sunny day with a brisk even. You get super>,ind but like a day in October. lightness, tupor-loxturo te make yea
Feb. 3, we went for a ride over
to Middlebury, Conn. The day was Oulck-Mix Charts. «. B. Davis Company,
Dept. AP5
Hoboken, N. 1.
like an April day in Maine. April
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The Camden District Nursing
Association Is Soliciting
Needed Funds

Neva and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
SlliS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3

Mr. and Mrs. Luther Glidden
have returned home from a week
end visit with Mr and Mrs. Ben
jamin Glidden, Woburn, Mass. They
attended the Prigidaire Conven
tion.
The Exlension Association meet
ing will be at the Grange Hall Wed
nesday for all day. The subject will
be “Better Pood Buys For A Dol
lar."
Miss Elinor Glidden was guest ol
honor at a dinner party given by
her mother, Friday at her home on
Pine street. Guests were Miss
Faustina Gushee, Miss Roberta
Mayo and Amta Burton. Elinor re
ceived many nice gifts. The deco
rations were in keeping with Val
entines Day.
There will be a meeting of the
Star Circle following the rehear
sal Wednesday night at the Ma
sonic Temple.
Mr. and Mrs Aaron Clark were
in Bangor Saturday going there to
see Mrs. Clark's father Daniel
Keyes, who is a patient at the
Eastern Maine General Hospital.
Mrs. Hanna Saastamoinen who
has been ill for several weeks at
the home of her son. Reino Saas
tamoinen at Cushing is now at the
home of her son Walfrid Saasta
moinen, Mam street.
The Friendly Circle meets to
night at 7.30 at the home of Mrs.
Charlotte Gray
The Baptist Ladies Circle meets
Wednesday at 2 p. m. in the church
vestry followed by the regular six
o’clock supper.
Orient Lodge No. 15 A.F.&A.M.
will hold special E. A. Tuesday
night followed by refreshments.
Mayflower Temple Pythian Sis
ters are assisting Mrs. J. Warren
Everett, chairman for Thomaston
in the Heart Campaign. The Heart
Campaign is one of the main pro
jects of Pythian Sisters, Supreme
Chief. Cleone Hogan. Last year the
Pythian Sisters raised $1200 to
ward this cause.
Miss Martha Jones, who has been
a patient for a few weeks at Knox
Hospital has been discharged, and
will convalesce at the home of her
nephew and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Whitehill, 21 Beechwood
street. She would appreciate calls
from her many friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Blaine Jack are
guests of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Hastings and his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jack during
their week's vacation.
Tne Quarterly meeting of the
Lincoln Association will meet Fri
day at 10.30 a. m. at Warren.
The Weymouth Grange supper
has been postponed until later.

10 p. m will be heard. A scallop
stew supper will be served.
Bolts and Nuts
The 3-act comedy ' Bolts and
Nuts" directed by Mrs Peryl Rob
inson. sponsored by the P.TA. Fri
day ni ht at the Watts Hall Thom
aston with a full capacity, was en
joyed by all The cast of characters
were: Bemta
Bolt (Rebecca’s
niecei played by Ruth Hall, Lutie
Spinks (the girls who wonks) Gay
Payson.
Rebecca Bolt, (manager of Bolt
Sanitarium for Mental Hygiene)
Bertha Spear.
Martha Grubb, (the cook a mel
ancholic) Lenora Davis.
Twink Starr, (Benita's fiance)
Russell Kelley.
Dr Hippocrates Joy (a psychia
trist) Albert Elliot.
Henry Cooper, (the porter) Wal
ter Chapman.
Phmes Plunkett, (a lawyeri Gor
don DeWolf.
Miss Prunella Fig, (a patient
with claustrophobia) Ina Keizer.
Cadwallider Clippy, ia patient
who is afraid of cats) Warren
Whitney.
Mrs. Gertie Glossup, (a patient
who is afraid of contamination)
Elizabeth Pease.
Wilbur Glossup,
(her darling
child) Jackie Marks.
Jack Gordon (a young interne)
Donald Paulsen. '
Specialty numbeis between the
acts were: "Susan Entertaining A
Caller ' by Martha Jack.
Tap Dancing by Yorkie. Pianist
Mrs. Blanche Lermond.
Behind the scenes: Make-up:
Mrs. Carl Nelson. Property Mana
ger. Mrs. Alice Brooks. Stage man
agers, Forest Stone and Walter
Strong. Advertising, Mrs. Forest
Stone.

We Two (Tub
The We Two Club met Tuesday
at the Federated Church with a
6.30 supper. Those on the supper
committee were Mr. and Mrs. Law
rence Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Warren Everett and Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Lawry. Ten couples were
present. They were Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Grafton, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
gar Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Harjula. Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Moss,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Abbott, Dr.
and Mrs. Laurence Shesler and Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Keizer.
The sum of 5346 was cleared
from the PTA comedy “Bolts and
Nuts” given at the Watts Hall Fri
day evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Hazen Cook and
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Henderson
have returned home after attend
ing the Ice Follies, Boston.
Honored At A Stork Shower
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Whitten and
The Bird’s Eye Division girls and
Mr and Mrs. Roger Jameson have
other friends, gave a surprise stork
returned home after attending the
shower Friday night for Mrs. Win
Ice Follies in Boston.
fred Williams at the home of Mrs.
Shirley Williams, Fluker street. The
The Fish and Game Association
hostesses were Miss Hazel Winslow
Supper Meeting planned for to
and Mrs. Dorothy Winslow. A buf
night in Thomaston has been post
fet lunch was served with table de
poned to March 20. Same place—
corations in keeping with Valen
Thomaston KP Hall—Same good
tines Day. The gifts were present
program and a topnotch supper. See
ed in a baby's sleeping basket, de
you there—March 20—KP Hall
corated in pink, blue and white.
Thomaston.
Adv*
Guests present were: Mrs. Monda
Savoy, Mrs. Minnie Vasso, Mrs.
This is the night of the famous
Mildred Shaw, Mrs. Eloise Drink fried clam supper at the Pratt
water, Mrs. Zilda Kaler, Mrs. La Memorial Methodist Vestry, Rock
vonia Gross, Mrs. Leola McClellan, land. Servings at 5.30 and 6.30 and
Mrs. Helen Allen, Mrs. Alice Full “All You Can Eat.” The chief cook
er, Mrs. Margie Burns, Mrs. Lillian is the widely known Harmon of
Winslow, Mrs. Bertha Robinson, Scarboro. Tickets are $1.25 for
Mrs. Shirley Jackson, Mrs. Alice adults and 65c for children. Re
Banks. Mrs. Myrtle Stanley, Miss member the last Methodist Fried
Martha Burkett, Miss Elizabeth Clam Supper? Yum Yum!
Adv*
Robishaw, Miss Irene Olson, Miss
Frances Cross. Miss Jean Tabbutt,
MATINICUS
Mrs. Ethel Winchenbach, Mrs. Hil
The children had a Valentine
da Polky, Mrs. Rose Cuthbertson,
party Thursday afternoon in the
Mrs. Frances Wooster, Mrs. Shir
schoolhouse with some of the
ley Williams, Mrs. Williams re mothe-s bringing good things to
ceived many dainty gifts.
eat.
Arcana Lodge To Install
Richard Ames of Rockland has
Installation of Arcana Lodge, K. been a guest of his mother for
p. was held Wednesday night. several days.
All Knights of Pythias of this dis
W. L. Ames entered the Maine
trict are invited to attend. District General Hospital Friday for treat
deputy Philip Blake assisted by ment.
chancellor Gordon Harrington and
Mr. and Mrs Vernon Philbrook
supreme representative Otto Irvine went to Rockland Friday and will
will install the officers. A radio will go to Portland to see her mother
be installed so that Pythian Foun who has been ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ames and
ders Day Program being broadcast
over WCSH, WLBZ and WRDO at son Paul went to Rockland Friday

POSTPONED UNTIL FEB. 29

Waldoboro Lions Club Dance

Bill Coffield. manager of the Strand Theatre swears he didn't know
the storm was coming when he hooked “Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs" for this week. Anvwav, his sign and the storm tied in nicely
and the kids swarmed into the theatre despite the forbidding “No Not
Park" sign at the entrance to the theatre's tunnel to its main door.

X

Ever wonder how a snow drift looked at the city’s nverhead shovel
as it approached to tear it apart. The above shot was taken from a
10 foot pile on Main street Wednesday as the loader scooped up one of
its thousands of loads of the day. Driving into a pile at full tilt, the
operator loaded ihe big scoop and tossed it over his vehicle to the body
of a waiting truck. Two, and sometimes three, scoops filled the biggest
of trucks.

on business.
Naida Quimby of Rockland is
visiting at Ralph Philbrook’s.
School closed Friday at 10 a. m.
in order that the teacher might
leave on the mailboat.
Miss Lillian Corrao has returned
from Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Ames re
turned Saturday from three months
visit in San Diego, Calif.
Madeline and Rowland Ames are
home from Waldoboro for the
school vacation this week.

SOUTH HOPE
Mrs. Robert Golightly and two
children of Eangor will be guests
until Thursday of her brother-inlaw and sister, Mr. and Mrs Halvar Hart. Mr. Golightly was an
overnight guest Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Hastings,
week-end visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Hart, returned to their home
at Sullivan Tuesday.
Charles Taylor has been confined
in bed with a severe cold.
Lucretia Pushaw has returned
from Camden.
Miss Helen Harris is visiting
friends in South Thomaston.
Mrs. Jennie Payson is the guest
of Mrs. Hope Crabtree
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Hart spent
Monday night in Portland.

TENANT’S HARBOR
The Past Masters of Eureka
Lodge AF.&A.M. wLl confer the
Master Mason Degree on a class of
candidates tonight. The meeting
will be preceded by a 6.30 supper.
Cpl. Harold Black of Fort Han
cock, N. J„ was a week-end guest
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Black.
Miss Gertrude Lantz student |
nurse of the Maine General Hospi
tal, Portland, was a week-end guest
of her mother.
Schools well re-open Monday,
after a week's vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Underwood
will observe their 65th wedding an
niversary on Feb. 29. when they
will hold open house.

Due to the storm will be held
CARD PARTY

Friday Night, Feb. 29, at the
Waldoboro High School Gym

If You Have a Ticket—It Is Good.
If You Haven’t—Buy One and Come.

Its Annual Drive

SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL
FRIDAY, FEB. 22
7.30 P. M.

TICKETS 50c
Benefit Heart Fund

!)»■(■ "MHg-ly

Britto Fire
Cf*) 'C.u.-I Ivor*
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dwelling house nestled against one
wall of the store was kept from the
flames only a matter of inches
away. Inches beyond the house was
Rowling’s Garage. The store fire i
could easily have spread to and de
stroyed the other two structures
had not the skill of the firemen
been put to best use at the right
time.
The building is considered a to
tal loss. This morning, the store
safe was being removed from the
wreckage in an effort to salvage
records and other valuables
In a city where a two alarm fire
usually turns out sightseers to the
point where apparatus and firemen
are hindered in their work, only a
few persons attended the early
morning blaze. Cars still snowed
in and the generally hazardous
driving
conditions
kept
the
“sparks” away.

New Fords Draw

Dealers Throughout Country
Report Crowded Show
rooms
Ford dealerships throughout the
United States report that their
showrooms still are crowded with
persons inspecting the new 1952
Ford cars and trucks which were
introduced to the public Feb. 1.
"Enthusiasm is running at a new
high level among Ford dealers, as
evidenced by thousands of tele
grams congratulating the com
pany on the public acceptance of
the 1952 lines of Ford cars and
trucks," Mr. Ball said.
"The public generally expressed
keen interest in the wide visibility
of the new curved windshield and
rear windows and in the complete
ly new styling and design of the
1952 Fords. The new suspended
power pivot clutch and brake ped
als and Ford's center gasoline fuel
ing innovation also attracted par
ticular attention." Mr. Ball said.

WE’RE PULLING TOGETHER

Thomaston Budget
CAMDEN

.

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
TEI. 2197

The Camden District Nursing As
Mrs. Arabel Leonard is the guest
sociation conducts the annual drive of her sister, Mrs. Herbert Cun
for funds this week. From Feb. 18 ningham of Washington.
The Chadavae Club will meet
through the 23.
Some day this week a neighbor Wednesday at the Baptist Church
vestry for a spaghetti supper, with
will call at your door and ask for
Mrs. Barbara Haining in charge.
a donation to this worthy cause. It Following supper and a business
makes no difference what you give meeting, there will be work for the
Dimes or Dollars All Help to Main Summer Pair. Those attending are
tain the Services of Our District asked to bring pieces of percale.
Nurse. Allura Pitcher. R. N.
Motion pictures will also be shown.
Despite rising costs our District ; James Porter has been called to
Nursing Association still holds the Edgartown, Mass , due to the death
line with a basic fee. Even that can of his father.
be. and often is, dispensed with if
The Camden Community Hospital
necessary. Our nurse is on call to
Club will meet at Green Gables Inn
anyone who has need of her ser
Thursday Feb. 21 at 12.30 p. m.
vices and no case however small or
Mrs. Rita McKay will be the host
however difficult is ever ignored.
ess.
No case is ever discussed with any
Susan Dalzell is confined to her
one except the immediate family
home by illness.
or physician.
Busy Fingers Club WiU me^t Wed
During the past year our nurse
made 2461 calls on adult patients. nesday night at the home of Miss
In a 5 1-2 day week (many urgent Dorothy MacDonald, with Miss
cases require Sunday calls) this Evelyn Thompson as hostess.
averages nine visits a day varying ' The Megunticook Fish
and
from 15 minutes to two hours each. Game Association will sponsor a
Compare these hours with those of scries oi map and compass reading
the average working person and it classes, with Warden Emery Mc
will be readily acknowledged that Intyre, instructor. This class will
the citizens of Camden receive full be held at the Club House at Lake
value from their District Nursing Megunticook, the time to be an
Service.
nounced.
Our District nurse works with
A Union snowplow manufacturer
the health officer, Dr. Harry
and a Camden clothier were high
Tounges, Jr., to increase a healthbidders for the Camden Textile
couscious attitude among parents
Corp, mills. Byron Clark of Union
of school and pre-school age chil
purchased Mill No. 1 for $11,500.
dren. Clinics for immunization are
Harold S. Corthell representing a
held each Summer and every year
greup of local businessmen pur
we find parents more alert to the
chased Mill No. 2 for J 10,750.
benefits offered in preventing di
There will be a rehearsal bf the
seases.
Tuberculosis x-ray clinics are degree staff of Maiden Cliff Re
held in Rockland in May and No bekah Lodge Wednesday. All mem
vember under the auspices of the bers are urged to be present.
The Ladies Circle of the Baptist
Division of Tubercular Control.
Home visits are to patients of Church will hold an all day session
known tubercular cases, suspects or Wednesday, with a covered dish
contact cases. If x-rays are needed luncheon at noon.
Miss Gloria Manning is able to
between clinic appointments, ar
rangements are made with Miss Na be out after being confined to her
son Director of the Four-County home by illness.
Tuberculosis Association, to have
The district meeting of the
these x-rays taken at the local hos Maine Diocesan Council of Catholic
Women of Rockland, Camden and
pital.
The Camden District Nursing As Thomaston will meet Thursday,
sociation has requested the State Feb. 21 at 7.30 p m. at the hall of
Division of Tuberculosis Control to Our Lady of Good Hope Church.
make an X-ray survey in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Fuller have
The request was granted and the returned home after spending sev
sur.ey will be held at a future date. eral weeks in Florida.
Our District nurse made a total
Mrs. Louise Gratrix is a patient
of 2614 calls among the families in at the Mae Murray Nursing Home.
Camden during the past year. In
Miss Doris Mae Hopkins, a stu
many instances there was suffer dent at Gorham Normal School, is
in'* and adversity and a real need a guest of her parents, Mr. and
for competent nursing service. In Mrs. Percy Hopkins.
each case the need was cared for
Mrs. Mary Eupea is a guest of
and the suffering alleviated.
Mr. and Mrs. Almond MacDonald.
From the cradle to twilight years
Miss Cynthia Howes, a student
there is available to the residents nurse at Melrose. Mass.. Hospital is
of the Town of Camden this quali a guest of her parents, Mr. and
fied nursing service. Give What Mrs. Ross Howes.
You Can To Help Keep This Ser
Emerson Hansell is confined to
vice.
his home by illness.
Edith A. Crockett. Chairman of
Mrs. Harold Barton and Mrs.
the Executive Board. Camden Dis Emma Windvand were in Fairfield.
trict Nursing Association.
Sunday where they visited Miss
Erma Barton and Mr. Windvand.
The Friday Club will meet at the
heme of Mrs. Frank Handley.
ROCKPORT
Dr. Lee Dickens has returned to
MRS. NANCY I. COMPTON
his home after being a patient at
Cc •respondent
the Massachusetts General Hospital
Tel. Camden 2050
in Boston.
There will be a Masonic Assembly
Harold Dodge and Alphomo Thursday night. The committee in
Eaton left Sunday for Portland, charge will be Mr. and Mrs Jenness
where they will take phy ical ex Keller. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rob
aminations for the US. Navy
inson and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Welch.
Mr ar.d Mrs. Ted Jewett and
Ray Barton. A.D3 has received
family were week-end guests of his discharge from the Navy after
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Donald a four year enlistment and is at
Joyce.
t
the home of his parents, Mr. and
Thimble Club will meet Wednes Mrs Harold Barton for a short
day afternoon at the heme of Mrs. time.
Gladys Wilson
Pfc. Donald Richards left Tues
The Wesleyan Guild will meet day for Seattle Washington, where
Thursday. March 6. in the church he will report at Fort Lawton for
vestry. Hostesses for the evening duty in the Far East.
will be Mrs. Muriel Welt, Mrs.
Patty Barton and Janet McKay
Blanche Wentworth and Mrs were in Farmington Sunday where
Barbara Woodward.
they enjoyed the skiing.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Rider and
There will be a meeting of the
Mr and Mrs. Byron Haining were Camden Garden Club Feb. 25 at 230
in Boston over the week-end to p. m. at the home of Mrs. Ray
Worthen. At that time plans for
attend the Ice Pollies.
Mrs. E.nma Torrey entertained the improvement of the Public
at a Valentine dinner Thursday. Landing will be presented and vo
Guests were Mrs. Carrie Wood, ted upon. Lloyd Daniels of Rock
Mrs Fred Cope and Miss Ruby land will be the speaker.
Thorndike of RocklandGilbert Osmond is a patient at guests of Mr. ar.d Mrs. Charles
the Togus Veterans’ Hospital
Rhodes.
Schools closed Friday for a
week's vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes and
son of Bar Harbor were week-end

(Continued from Page One)

bus will be kept in service along
with the new one. One hundredeighteen pupils are being carried
to school tliis year and the board
anticipates a considerable increase
in this number next year. The pre
sent bus is forced to make three
morning trips, starting at 6.45 and
is often late for the opening of
school on the last trip Ever«t said.
The new bus will be of 48 passen
ger capacity, as is the old one.
Another increase of about $300 is
noted in the appropriation for
manual training to provide for a
new joiner. School repairs of $2,391.50 include the prospective pur
chase of 40 new desks and chairs
which have worn out.
The Thomaston town budget as
a whole is virtually complete. The
final budget meeting is March 11.
One article still to be considered
is for putting the town firemen and
workmen under Workmen’s Com
pensation. It was voted last year to
put the firemen under this act but
it was subsequently found that in
order to qualify, all the town work
men would have to be included.
The cost is said to be about $700.
Another artiale which will come
up for consideration of the Bud
get committee is one asking about
$1,200 for a new compressor to op
erate the town fire alarm system,
lire Chief Edwin Anderson said
tliis week that the old compressor is
about worn out and he will ask for
that amount to replace it.

Mayo's Column

Camden Theatre
LAST TIMES TODAY
Clark Gable. Ava Gardner
Broderick Crawford in

“LONE STAR”

Plus Technicolor Ski Thriller

"WINTER WONDERS”
"T'ttTS FRIDAY
Walt Disney’s Technicolor
Feature Spectacle

TODAY-THl RSDAY
FEBRUARY 21
Audic Murphv, Bill Mauldin in
"THE RED BADGE
OF COURAGE”
FRIDAY AND SATURbAY
FEBRUARY 22-23

CLARK GABLE
RICARDO MONTALBAN

"SNOW WHITE and
the SEVEN DWARFS”

John Hodiak. Adolphe Menjou
Maria Marques in
“ACROSS THE WIDE
MISSOURI”
In Technicolor

“THE HIGHWAYMAN”

STARTS SUNDAY:
“SAILOR BEWARE”

and Charles Coburn,
Wanda Hendrix, Philip Friend
In Cinecolor

Three Portions Of the Re
vision Made Public By
Protestants
The National Council of Church
es of Chris: of the U S A. has made
public samples of the revised ver
sion of the Bible's Old Testament
—third authorized Protestant revi
sion in 341 years.
Aimed at simplicity and modern
language, the revised standard ver
sion leans heavily on the present
tense of the verb. It hews closely
to the line laid down by the King It
James version that was published
in 1611.
Its 29th verse of the 40th chap
ter of Isaiah reads in the King
James translation: “He giveth pow
er to the faint: and to them that
have no might increaseth strength.
But, the revised version writes it:
He gives power to the faint, and
to him who has no might he in
creases strength"
This change is typical of the
verses throughout the 40th chap
ter of Isaiah—that portion of the
revised standard version. The new
version was not originally sched
uled to be disclosed until Sept. 30
—publication date for the new
l»
translation.
The
International
Council of Religious Education au
thorized the revision in 1929.
The revision was begun in 1937.
By 1945, Bible scholars had com
pleted the revised version of the
New Testament. It was dedicated
in 1946 in an impressive ceremony
at Columbus Ohio Central High
School.
Thirty-two scholars representing
all major
denominations have
worked on the Bible, striving for
clear, readable English. They say
the new version will give children
no trouble in understanding the
stories of Moses, Isaiah, Jeremiah
—the gripping stories that now are
lost in great part because of the
difficulty of understanding the
language of 1611.
The amount of change varies.
Take the 19th verse of Isaiah's 40th
chapter:
King James:
“The workman
melteth a graven image, and the
goldsmith spreadeth it over with
gold, and casteth silver chains"
Revised standard: “The idol! A
workman casts it, and a goldsmith
overlays it with gold, and casts for
it silver chains.”
A more familiar verse goes in the
King James version: “He shall feed
his flock like a shepherd: he shall
gather the lambs with his arm and
carry them to His bosom, and shall
gently lead those that are with
young."
But, the revised version makes
it: “He will feed His flock like a
shepherd. He will gather the lambs
in His arms. Hc will carry them in
His bosom, and gently lead those
that are with young.”

(Continued irom Page Tv id
known as the Sea Hawks.
On tap too is tiie Bulwer League 1
Eastern Division play-eff between
Rockport and Union, with the win
ner to meet the Western division
winner, Erskine Academy at a still
later date. Oddly enough the two
schools hadn’t gotten together on
a date or place as of late Wed
nesday night. Each seemed to be
waiting for the other to make the
first overture but it seems reason
ably certain that the time will be j
next week and the place the new ■
Camden gym.
It now appears that a third play- i
off is waiting in the wings to wit, I
the South Schol and Rockland JH 1
top tie in the Bus Line League, a
circuit that flourishes and does
much good among the younger fry
without fuss or fanfare.
These two wound up the regular I
season with 71 records, losses in
each case being at the hands of i
each other. South tied it up by I
winning over JH last Friday by I
two points. No date for the car- i
nage has yet been set.
Lastly, it appears that the Rock
land High boys and girls alumni
games will take place Saturday
night in the hallowed confines of
the Community Building. While
For social items tn The Courierthis is scarcely an earth shaking
tt
event it will stimulate a certain Gazette. Phone 1044. City
amount of interest and will mark I
the last appearance of this year's
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
edition of the Tigers who are not
Fri. Continuous from 2.15
likely to be matched by an Orange
and Biack crew for some time,
"Retreat, hell! We’re just
judging from the material pres
ently visible on the horizon.
attacking in another di
fir

ENDS TODAY

“SNOW WHITE
and the Seven Dwarfs”

rection!” — Gen. 0. P.
Smith, First Marine, Div.,
Korea.
zZZ

(In Technicolor)
<1 \\I) WITi:inY~
Join the World and
See the Navy’!! . . .
There's an ocean of fun afloat
when these sea wolves go over
board for Marie Wilson
the
sailor’s delight!

,
'M*

of guys in
Ibattle green
who
4
showed
the world
you can't
stop a

GOBS
and

GOBS

Marine!

of

FUN’

starring

GROUCHO MARX V*
MARIE WILSON \
WILLIAM BENDIX
with
DON DeFORE* Oc ne Lockhort

WARNER B
r*FRANK

RICHARD

J.’D

warn
RUSTY ’

ANITA

LOVEJOY CARLSON TAMBLYN LOUIS,

WALDO IHEftTRE
WALDOBOhO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.U0. Matinee*
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday al 3.00.

Old Testament

Continuous Show Friday
Starting 2.211

Saturday: 2.00—6.30—8.30
SUNDAY

NEWS—CARTOON

TODAY—IN PERSON

THE TEXAS RANGERS
Abbott and Costello in

HAYDEN TUCKER WHELAN

RUSH lORY ARLEN

"Time Of Their Lives”
Mat.: 2.

Eve.: 6.30 - 8.30

BUCHANAN

COMING SUNDAY
Dorothy McGuire, Van Johnson
in

“INVITATION”
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Social Matters
Mrs. Sadie A. Keniston is spend
ing a few days with her grandson
Edward G. Williamson at Bryan,
Texas, as part of a motor trip va
cation from her present home in
Milan, Tennessee. She will return
from Texas along the Gulf of Mex
ico with stops at New Orleans, La.,
Biloxi, Miss., and Mobile, Ala. She
is accompanied by her son Fred
erick A. Keniston.

MacDonald Class of the First
Baptist Church met recently with
Mrs. Edith
Erickson, Rankin
street, with 25 members present.
Following the business meeting,
work was started on a baby quilt.
Refreshments were served by Mrs.
Erickson, assisted by Madge Fi
field, Marjorie Argyle and Mar
jorie Bickmore.
Others present
were Dorothy Baxter, Audrey Teel,
Muriel Thurston, Bernice Ander
son, Margaret Dow, Laura Harjula,
Ruth Wooster, Leona Wooster,
Blanche Gardner, Sybelle Mills,
Virginia Stoddard, Mildred Hart,
Agnes Young, Charlotte Cook,
Emma Hill. Harriett Emery, Ma
rion Goss, Florence Young. Bertha
Bell, Barbara Wooster, and the
teacher, Mrs. Kate Brawn.

Mrs. Ruth Spear of Rockland and
her niece Mrs. Priscilla Cuthbert
son of Winslow Mills are spending
the remainder of the week in Bos
ton and vicinity.

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rogers,
who were called home by the sud
den death of his mother, Mrs
Minnie M. Rogers, returned to
their home in Corning, N. Y. Sat
urday.

BOTTLED GAS Provides
City Conveniences
in

Country Homes

"for better living"

Anywhere you live, this
modern, flexible fuel en

ables you to enjoy the

comforts and conveni
ences of Gds

• /or cooking

• water heating

Miss

John Herbert Kirk, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Kirk, Thomaston
street, celebated his third birth
day Saturday afternoon with a
party at the home of his grand
mother, Mrs. Herbert Kirk, Cam
den street. Refreshments includ
ed three birthday cakes, two made
by his grandmother and a Valen
tine cake made by his mother.
John received many nice gifts, in
cluding money.
Guests were;
Michael Leo, Jr., Mary Frances
Brown, Sally Ann Knowlton, Mary
Jane Vanorse, Donna and Bartie
Bodman, William Allen Kirk,
Judy and Charlene
Peterson,
Linda and Billy Bisbee, Ruth and
John Gilbert, Linda McAuliffe,
Debby Kaler, Rusty and Billy
Lufkin, Ann Stratton. Judy Lee
Sawyer, Karl Low, Stevie Jame
son, Miss Nancy Luizza, Miss Mary
Passalaqua. Mrs. Louise Thomas,
Miss Josephine Gustin, Mrs. Nancy
DeMass and Miss Celia Kirk of
Rockland, Sharon Freeman, Glen
Cove, Diane and Joanne Kinney
St. George and Jimmy Sherman,
South Thomaston,

• refrigeration
• space heating
Exciting New Scientific
Let us explain how we
can install attractive
Utility Gas equipment
without any inconveni
ence to you.

It’s quick — clean —
constant — safe —
dependable.

Come in and see our line
o£ appliances that will give
you perfect service with
bottled Utility Gas.

Discovery

PERFORMS CARPET

CLEANING MAGIC1!

GLAMORENE
the home beouty treatment for
vour rugs
Quick - Safe—Easy!
Completely Different* Not a liquid,
soap foam or powder Packed ready
to use Sprinkle on Brush in. Vacuunu
off
DIRTS GONE. CARPETS DRY
ready to walk on in 15 minutes Re
moves Food Stains, Grease
Gum,
Lipstick, Tar
even Shoe Polish
One Gallon Beoutifully Cleans ap
proximately Four 9x12 rugs
Half Gallon $2 29. Gollor. S3 79

C. McLoon & Co.
L. 51

ROCKLAND, ME.
17-Th-26

Pleasing Feature Of Relief
Corps Meeting-Com
mittees Are Named

Marjorie Eleanor

Ames

Miss Anna Mae Elwell of Bel
Mr and Mrs. George H. Ames of
fast, is the guest of her aunt and
Washington, announce the en
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. H. John New
gagement of their daughter, Mar
man, Masonic street
jorie Eleanor to William True
r
Walter C. Ladd returned home Goff, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
from Knox Hospital today. He William T. Goff of Windsor.
has been a medical patient for
Miss Ames is a graduate of
several days
Erskine
Academy and
Gates
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bicknell, Business College. She is now em
3d, are attending the Hardware ployed as a stenographer by the
General Adjustment Bureau, Inc.
Show at Hotel Statler, Boston.
of Augusta She is a member of
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Gay Fond-du-Lac Chapter O.ES. and
have returned from Wilmington, Evening Star Grange cf Washing
Del., where they were guests the ton, and is affiliated with Phipast three weeks of their son and Rho-Zeta Sorority. She resides at
daughter-in-law, Mr
and Mrs 118 Eastern avenue, Augusta.
Alvary G. Gay and family. En
Mr. Goff is a graduate of Cony
route home they visited their High School. Class of 1951. He is
other son, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley a member cf the U S. Naval Re
Gay in Brockton, Mass.
serves and the Wind-or Grange.
He is employed by Walter Cooper,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert C. New- Windsor.
begin leave temorow for month’s
No date has been set for the
motor tour of Florida.
wedding.

From Sarasota, Fla, comes a
cheery note from Mrs. Lloyd N.
Lawrence, who is making excellent
recovery from her recent severe
illness. Mr and Mrs. Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. R Merton Estes,
recently
attended
a
Vaughn and daughter Jeanne, Mr. and
Monroe concert, and were de Mrs Lucien Green, Jr., and Mr.
lighted with the prominent part and Mrs. Robert Hills motored to
carried by Ernie Johnson of this Swampscott, Maes.. Sunday. Their
city, pianist for the orchestra. return was delayed until Tuesday j
"Ernie is certainly the backbone by the storm. Jeanne Estes re- '
of the band, and he does it so mained with her grandmother.
easily,” says Mrs. Lawrence.
Mrs. Gladys Estes in Swampscott
fcr a visit.
Mrs. Frnnk L. Davis of Winter
Harbor, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph At
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
kinson of Dover-Foxcroft; Mr. and postpone the Saturday night sup
Mrs. Carl Wilber of Oxford, Ma's; per in the GAR. Hall due to the
Mrs. Estelle Thompson of Bangor, storm conditions.
_____
and Paul Atkinson. U. S. Airforce,
Mrs. Adele Bird has gone to|
Dew Field, Bangor, wore in the
city last week to attend the fu New York for a visit of indefinite
neral services of their aunt, Mrs. length with her son and daughterin-la\v, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mor
Minnie Rogers.
ton.
Miss Laura B. Tolman, Win
Mrs. James Brazier entertained
chester, Mass., is a guest of Mrs
five
tables of Canasta at her horre
Fred A. Collamore, Camden road.
on Grove street Tuesday night for
Mrs. Kay Young is a patient at the benefit of the Catholic Wom
en’s Club. Prizes were awarded
Knox Hospital.
Thomas Chisholm, Aime Beau
This is the night of the famous doin, Wilfred Mullen, Mrs. Ray
fried clam supper at the Pratt Foley and Miss Kay Mullen.
Memorial Methodist Vestry, Rock- ;
Misses Joan and Ruth William
land. Servings at 5.30 and 630 and
“All You Can Eat.” The chief cook son are spending this week’;
is the widely known Harmon of school vacation in 1 yr.n. Mass.,
Scarboro. Tickets are $1.25 for with their uncle. David Andersen
adults and 65c for children. Re and aunt. Miss Bertha Anderson.
member the last Methodist Fried While there they will attend the
Clam Supper? Yum Yum!
Adv* Ice Follies.

SENTER-CRANE’S

TO NORTH CAPE, RUSSIA

Valentine Favors

Engaged

“Mr. and Mrs. Prank Carsley are
here in Ft. Myers, Fla., with us. It
has been during the Edison Pag
eant of Light, and we have had a
wonderful time. We attended the
Water Pageant, grand parade, fire
works and other activities. The
weather has been nice and it was
grand seeing folks from Maine. Re
gards to all.” Thus wrote Helen and
Roger Knight.

Page Seven

Fourth Birthday
John Hopkins Observed An
niversary With Three
Cakes, Many Guests
Jchn Hopkins, son of Mr. and
Mrs Ralph Hopkins, observed his
fourth birthday Sunday by enter
taining a group of friends at his
home on Broadway. The decora
tions were in red, white and blue
with the floral centerpiece on the
table carrying oat the same colors.
Each little guest was presented
several favors. Ice cream, cake
punch ar.d cookies were served.
John had three birthday oakes,
one made by his grandmother,
\trs. Fred Jordan and a train cake
made by Mrs. Joseph Lamb. Mrs
Hopkins v as assisted in serving byMrs. Jos. Lamb, Mr'. Fred Jor
dan, Mrs. Richard Hanson, Mrs.
Albert Levensaler and Miss Caro
line Senter. John received many
nice gifts.
Invited
guests were:
Judy
and David Cooper. Robin Al
ien, Debby and Judy French. Re
becca Cme, Stevie and Jackie Mil
ler Nancy Kaler. Ginny and Stan
Hanson, Sheila Leven'aler, Fred
die Hcpkins, Susan Gordon. Janet,
Raeberta ar.d Scott Jordan, Booby
and Dickie Todd, Gerry Anderson,
Kerry
Joyce, Johnnie
Larrb,
Rhama Charles and Glenn Scho
field. David Emery and Brian and
Charles Jordan. Parents present
included: Mrs. Harold Kaler, Mrs.
Edw. Gordon, Mrs. Raymond Jor
dan, Mrs. Roy Joyce. Mrs. Robert
Allen, Mr. and Mrs Maurice Mil
ler, Joeeph Lamb, Ralph Hopkins,
Mrs. Arthur Schofield and Miss
Madeline Philbrick.

Changed Her Mind
Elderly Rockland Woman
Saw Beauty In One Snow
storm. But—
Just a few thoughts that might
take only a little space in the pa
per that we all like so well. As I
looked out of the window during
our last hard snow storms I thought
what a beautiful picture. Every
tree, bush and twig so white and
clean. I thought what a lovelyworld God has given us to enjoy, in
the Winter the pure white snow, in
Summer the green trees, lovely
flowers and over it all the blue sky
with all the planets going around
so fast we understand so little
about it all.
If we only stop to think of all of
the blessings we are given to enjoy
why is it that man is spoiling it all
with a cruel war, so many people
and, so many little children suffer
ing for food and clothing. I don’t
wonder that God said at one time
that it “repented him that He made
man.”
I heard a man say before the first
World War that there would never
be such a thing as a World War
for people were to well educated
and intelligent. That man is dead
now but he lived to see two World
Wars and now "Mens hearts are
failing them for fear looking for
those things that are coming on
the earth.” There are a good many
who are stiii trusting God and
trying to help this crazy world to
right itself, so much needless suf-

Members of Edwin Libby Relief
Corps met Thursday- night for the
regular session, presided over by
Mrs. Gertrude Salo, in an efficient
manner.
Appointments were made for the
ensuing year, with Mrs. Eliza
Plummer, Mrs. Ada Payson and
Mrs Lizzie French as finance
committee: resolutions. Mrs. Rcse
Sawyer, Mrs. Velma Marsh and
Mrs. Adelaide Kaler; investiga
tion committee, Mrs Margaret
Rackliff, Miss Alice Smalley and
Mrs. Garguerite Grindle.
Delegates to 1952 convention
were elected—Mrs. Lena Richard
son, Mrs. Marguerite Grindle and
Miss Alice Smalley; alternates,
Mrs Susie Karl, Mrs. Lizzie
French and Mrs. Addie Kaler.
In the absence of the chaplain
the office was filled bv Mrs. Mae
Cross, and Mrs Lizzie French act
ed as treasurer. Other vacancies
were filled by appointment for
the evening.
Candy furnished by Mrs. Plum
mer created a fund for chairman
ot welfare, Mrs. Jennie Pietroski.
Much sickness was reported by
the ward committees which are:
Ward 1, Mrs. Myra Watts; Ward 2.
Mrs. Rose Sawyer, Ward 3, Mrs
Lena Richardson; Ward 4, Mrs.
Velma Marsh; Ward 5, Mrs. Eliza
Plummer; Ward 6. Mrs. Mabel
Richardson; Ward 7. Mrs. Ada
Payson: Glen Cove, Mrs. Lizzie
French; South Thcmaston. Mrs.
Gertrude Salo.
Mrs Payson, patriotic instruc
tor, observed Valentine Day with
favors for all present, which
brought exclamations of pleasure.
Mrs. Mary Haskell received a
special one presented in memory
of a wonderful friend—the late
Mrs. Julia Huntley.
The program consisted of musi
cal numbers by Mrs. Addie Kaler
and Mr-.
Pietroski; Vaentine
poems by Mrs. Velma Marsh; Lin
coln poem, written by Nancy Byrd
Turner, with several taking part;
short reading from Civil War
Davs. Mrs. Iena Richardson. Mrs.
Plummer read sketches from the
Life of Lincoln.
Refreshments were served by the
president.
E Plummer.

Bradford-Johnson
Miss Nina
Mariea Johnson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. IJoyd
E. Clark, 134 Talbot avenue and
Allred Edwin Bradford, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Bradford, Bel
fast, were united in marriage
Saturday' night at 7.30 in the par
sonage of the Congregational
Church, Rev. Charles R. Monteith
performing the double-ring cere
mony.
They were attended by Mrs.
Frank Burgess of Union, sister of
the bride, and Charles Perkins of
Belfast. The bride wore a light
gray faille suit with navy acces
sories and corsage of white or
chids. Mrs. Burgess were a navyblue sharkskin suit with red ac
cessories and corsage of red roses.
A reception followed the cere
mony at the home of the bride’s
parents, 134 Talbot avenue. Serv
ing were Mrs. Milton Wheaton.
Miss Juliette Bridges and Miss
Beverly Fickett of Rockland and
Miss Marion Tracy of Springfield,
Mass.
The couple left for a wedding
trip to Boston and cn their re
turn the bride will reside for the
present with her parents and >n
April will join her husband, who is
stationed in Jacksonville, Fla.
The bride is a graduate of Rock
land High School, class of 1949.
She was a member of the National
Honor Society ar.d National Thes
pian Society. She is employed byArthur L. Orne, Inc., Rockland
The bridegroom is a graduate of
Crosby High School, class of 1947.
He is in the US. Navy, stationed
at the Naval Air Station at Jack
sonville, Fla.
fering. I often say why cannot it be
stopped.
I am 85 and have seen a good
many changes even during my life
from kerosene lamps to all the
modern improvements but in so
many respects the majority do not
understand the right way so that
we might have peace and God's
blessing.
"Aunt Mary" Stevens
136 Camden street
P. S. This was written some days
ago. The past few days have shown
us the difference between a lovely
soft feathery snow storm and a
cruel blizzard with death and cold
and hunger. I guess we have to
have a shaking up once in awhile
but the good old New England does
not cut up very often.

There’s
the local
measure
perity of

no better yardstick than
newspaper with which to
the progress and pros
any community.

Our political parlies don l lack
leaders—they have too many lead
ers, headed in too many directions.

Former Rockland Girls Sail On Luxury

Ship To "The Land Of the Vikings"
By Mary Hall

A Notable Fact

Church Officers
By Fourth Quarterly
Conference At Broad
Cove

Chart Furnished By Historian Elected

Tewksbury Shows Queen
Elizabeth’s American
Ancestry
The Courier-Gazette is indebted
to the Camden historian far the
following chart
showing
the
American ancestry of Queen Eliza
beth II.
I haven’t seen it mentioned any
where, but it shows an interesting
fact that Elizabeth is the first
British Sovereign of American anee try,” says Mr. Tewksbury.
The ancestry is given with the
■authority of the Magna Charta
families of Royal descent hy John
S. Wurts, Brookfield, Pub- Co.
1 Col. George Reade: Born in
England, Oct. 25, 1603; came to
America, 1637; Acting Governor of
Virginia. 1628; died in October,
1674: married Elizabeth Martian.
2. Mildred Reade: Great grand
mother of George Washington;
married Col Augustine Warner,
1543-1681.
3. Mary Warner: Married, 1680,
Col. John Smith of Purton.
4. Mildred Smith: Bern 1682;
married Rcbert Porteus, 1739- ef
Newbottle, Va., 1679-1753.
5. Rev. Robert Portei’’-: 17C51754, Rector of Cockayne Har.ley
co. Bedford; mar. Judith Cockayne
1702-1733.
6 Mildred Porteus Born 1744.
married Robert Dudgson cf Congleton, co. Chester, born 1740.
7. Rev Robert Hodgson, Dean of
Carlisle: Married Mary Tucker.
1804.
8. Henrietta Mildred Hodgson:
Married 1824, Oswald Smith 17841863 of Blendon Hall. Co- Kent.
9. Frances Dora Smith: Died
1932.
Married Claude ByonBowes, later Bowes-Lyon, 13th
Earl of Strathmore, 1824-1304.
10. Claude George BoW'e'-Lyon:
14th Earl of Strathmore, born
1855; married Nina Cecilia Caven
dish Bentnick 1881, died 1938.
11: Elizabeth Angela Margue
rite:: Born 1900; married His
Majesty, King George VI. born,
1895; succeeded 1936; died 1952.
12. Elizabeth, II:
Born 1926;
succeeded 1952.

The fourth quarterly Methodist
Conference was held in the
Broad Cove Church Feb. 6, with
Rev. Chauncey Wentworth of
Augusta presiding.
Reports from the pastor, treas
urer and Sunday School superin
tendent were read,.
The Officers and Committees
nominated and elected for 1952—
Trustees. Class 1954 — Irving
Fales 'to fill out unexpired term
of the late Fred Killeran); class
of 1955: Florence Ome
Stewards—Louts A. Benson, Eula
Coombs. Elizabeth Duchette, Flor
ence Geyer, Elizabeth James,
Lana Killeran, Flora Maloney,
Katheryn Maloney. Mildred Mar
shall, Mary Robbins, Edith Sal-li
ner., Clarence Wales, Lizzie Young,
Arthur Woodbury.
Recording Steward — Louis A.
Ber.son.
Communion Stewards — Flora
Maloney, Elizabeth Duchette.
Treasurer—(Lana Killeran.

Financial Secretary — Homer
i MarshallSunday School Superintendent—
Mary Robbins.
E ard of Education—Rev. Kath
leen Weed, Molly Rcbbins, Lana
Kileran, Evelyn Wc-tton, Elizabeth
James.
Board of Missions—Evelyn De
lano, Mildred Marshall. Elizabeth
Duchette, Gladys Davis.
Membership and Evangelism—
Edith Sallinen, Eula Coombs, Louis
Benson, W. G. Maloney, Lois De
lano.
Finance—Lana Killeran, Homer
Marshall, Irving
Fales, Rose
Wales, Albert Orff, W. G. Maloney.
Pastoral Relations — Flora Ma
loney, Lillian Stevens, Alfred
Ome.
Audit — Reino Saastamoir.en,
Jeannette Orff, Richard Fales.
Records and History—Florence
Geyer,
Merle James,
Arthur
Woodbury.
Music — Lana Killeran, Louis
Kiileran, Louis Benson, Florence
Ome, Margaret Wilson.

TO OBSERVE LAYMEN'S SUNDAY
People's Methodist Church Of Union
Will Hold Special Services Feb. 24
The People's Methodist Church
of Union will observe Layman’s
Sunday on Feb. 24 along with 782
other Methodist Churches in the
area. The Charge Lay Leader, John
L. Howard, is in charge of the ser
vice, Other laymen taking part in
the service will be Miss Frances
Guyette, representing the Metho
dist Youth Fellowship, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Howe, Jr., representing the
younger adults of the church. The
pastor Rev. John A. Baxter will
take part in the service to install
the members of the Quarterly Con
ference of the church and to pro
nounce the benediction at the close
of the morning service.
A large attendance is expected
for this very important* service in
the church year. Layman's Sunday
brings richer fellowship and deep
er religious experience to those
who worship because of the great
er participation of tiie people of
the church in the service. The top
ic of the service is "The Mission of

My Church—A Layman’s View.”
The service will be opened by John
L. Howard. Miss Guyette will offer
the morning prayer and lead the
congregation in the responsive
reading of the morning. Charles
Howe, Jr., will read the Scripture
Lesson and deliver the closing ad
dress. “Wider Horizons.” Mrs. Anne
Howe will deliver the opening ad
dress "The Church’s Commission.”
John L. Howard will deliver the
second address "Meeting Commun
ity Needs."
The pastor looks forward to a
wonderful service on this day and
urges all members and friends of
the Peoples’ Methodist Church to
be present. It is especially impor
tant that everyone be present to
witness the installation of the of
ficers of the church. The message
to be brought by the Laymen tak
ing part is concerned with the work
, of the church under the supervision of its officers with the co-op, eration of all members and friends.

(Sixth Installment)
ing along the beach in the nude.
Now we are about, to leave Nor In the evening the ship's crew en
way. It has a coastline of 1700 tertained us with folk dances in
miles. There are 150,009 islands. costume on the top deck. A very
Mcst of the land is 2000 feet above fine program with nine dances with
music by the village fiddlers and
sea level.
Norway is a popular place for the Kungsholm Orchestra. Oo to
tourists. One year 40,000 went see them in New York and have
to the North Cap?. There are few Swedish smorgasbord.
Visby was our first port in Swe
railways but a great many boat
den. It has given us great character
services.
The Norwegians are very proud as St. Bridget, Gustavus, Adolphus,
of their ancestry and their history. Linnaeus, Nobel, John Ericsson,
If you want a fight, the quickest Strindberg, Selma Lagestof and
way to get it, is to say something Anders Zorn. Not far from Visby
that shows that you do not recog on the mainland, is the little vil
nize any difference between Nor lage of Gardlosa where Charles A.
Lindberg had a home.
wegians and Swedes.
Lindberg’s paternal grandfather
Norway has the largest glacier
lived
in the ancestral home. He was
in
Europe—the
Josterdalsbrae.
elected to the Swedish Parliament
The best known and the most
four times and was quite a man.
beautiful fjord is the Geiranger
His
name was Ila
Mansson.
Fjord There are so many of these
When he came to America he
Islands it seems like sailing up a
changed it to Lindberg.
river. Read about the islands in
Sweden is a very fine country. It
"The Last Viking" by John Bojer.
is a land of contrasts. Its ivy clad
Wonderful pictures by Ann Bocastles, city walls and rivers, rune
berg, wife of a Swedish architect.
stones from Viking days and old
They have a studio on the islands
rock drawings for the old. For the
and sometimes stay all Winter.
new there are some of the finest
O. E Rolvaag was once a fisher
examples of modern art and archi
man there. Now there are 40,000 tecture. After Estonia, Finland and
fishing among the islands.
Russia we returned to Sweden to
July 17: On the way to Visby we visit Stockholm.
had a fancy dress party. Many of
July 19, Tallin, Estonia: One time
the members brought costmes when we were returning to Hono
along, but Martha and I didn’t lulu on the “Empress of Japan’ we
know we were going on a cruise. met a j'oung couple who were on
One of the ladies who had been their way to China. We entertained
to Tahiti asked Martha to wear them at our home in Honolulu. The
her costume. She did and won man was English and the wife come
second prize for the most beauti from Estonia. We knew nothing
ful costume—a Tahitian dancing about the place and now we are
girl. The first prize was won by there. Tallin is a medieval city.
a girl dressed as a Chinese Prin
The old town has very crooked
cess.
Mrs Lundbeck and Mr. streets with high gabled stone
Crouse, as a couple of Glima houses, heavy gates and massive
Wrestlers, were a scream in their caned doors. The old city walls and
blue tights. Lots of fun all the the old Fort Tower with the can
way on ship—dances, teas, bridge non balls imbedded in it are still
parties, movies, fine concerts, with there. The old castle was built in
Richard Crooks and Charie Mc 1230. We went on a motor ride and
Carthy and Edgar Bergen in per visited the Nikolai Church, 1316,
the magnificent “Kiken de Kok,”
son.
We liked the lectures by Eugene the old fort tower, 1533 and the
Van Wyk especially. He is a Boer Rathaus 1339.
Next we rode outside the city, to
and comes from Johannesburg,
South Africa. He was secretary the House of Peter the Great and
to General Herzog, prime minister the ruins of the convent of St.
of South Africa. He studied at Brigitta. We had lunch at the Es
Columbia University.
He had tonia Theatre Restaurant, a very
made 80 cruises, including two gloomy place. In fact all of Tallin
around the world and two to South seemed gloomy to me. Perhaps be
America. Before ar.d after visit cause it is so very, very old with its
ing each place he told us all about cobblestone streets and ponderous
the historical places to see and stone buildings so cold and gray.
interesting facts. I felt as though It makes one shiver even in the
July sun.
f
I had taken a college course. That
is why a cruise is so enjoyable. (Next I shall -write about our visit
Everything is planned for your to Russia—a very long tale.)
(The End)
entertainment and comfort. They
even took along about 12 college
bovs to help with the dance . and
Venus Fly-Trap
to escort the ladies ashore.
July 18. Visby, Isle of Gotland: Will Bs One Of Unusual
Visby, the city of ruins and roses
Plants At Boston Flower
is on the Island of Gotland It
Show
was one of thc first cities of trade
in the old Haneatic League. In
Six acres or. three floors at Me
1361 it was attacked, conquered chanic-. Building will bulge with
and sacked by Wafdemar, King of the effervescence and color of
Denmark and has never been re Spring when the New England
stored.
Spring Flower Show opens on
The Vikings brought in loot and Sunday, March 9, for an entire
treasures from Constantinople and week, through Saturday, March
other Oriental, markets, until the 15.
wealth of Visby was famous. Dur
The stage ot Grand Hall will
ing the “age of greatness” the city be transformed into an immense
wall, with 37 massive towerrs, was hilly slope, replete with rocks and
completed and the wall still ex mosses, carpets of ferns and
tends for two miles.
masses of unfolding Spring blosThere were over 100 churches, so.r.s. The entire hall is designed
now all in ruins except St. Mary’s to give visitors easy access to colw'hich has been restored. In the , orful meadows and bogs, wooded
rose window of St. Nicholas were I glens and a Cape Cod seaside
set carbuncles, so large and clear planting.
that when the sun shone through
Dr Harlan P. Kelsey of East
them, they served as lighthouses. Boxford. Mass, has assembled a
The ruined churches, covered with collection of rare and unusual
roses, are interesting, but the wall, plants from various parts of the
the biggest of its kind in Europe, world. These include the Venue
is what gives Visby its distinction. fly-trap, an extraordinary carniThere are two miles of it, towers j vorous plant and a cedar of Leba
crown it, moats surround it, gate non, considered one of the fin
ways pierce it and legends cling to est ornamental trees in the world.
it. Besides the interesting old The “living fossil” with the
wall, the ruined cathedrals, the tongue-twisting name of Metase
winding streets and the odd-look quoia glj-ptostrcboides, first de
ing houses; the w'onderful gardens scribed from fossil remains found
impressed us. We visited the Bur- in this country and recently dis
meister House, a charming, ivy- covered growing in China, will be
covered 16th century building with a great attraction to visitors.
a garden restaurant, and the old
The model will show what was
Apothecary’s Shop, time of 1200. accomplished at Stow, Mass., a
Then we rode out to Snackgards- year ago, when the whole village
baden Beach. Many went in swim turned out to plant its churches,
ming in the Baltic Sea. Quite the school', community buildings and
thing in Sweden to see men walk homes.

There is no better way to learn of
Some of our people who claim
the greatness of your church than to be ahead of the times, can’t ve
to attend its services and to take member to write 1952 on their letpart in its mission in this world.
ters.

NOTICE—DUE TO STORM

ROCKLAND LIONS CLUB FOOD AND
RUMMAGE SALE SCHEDULED FOR
THURSDAY, FEB. 21----- Has Been

23-23

Cancelled Until Further Notice
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mink flnd their eggs palatable it is come Bog. a natural beaverdam
very likely that other carniverous Impoundment, will draw many nest
animals and some birds aiso prey ing ducks aa will smaller marshy

SM

upon them.
Water snakes are classed as pre
dators where they are native. Very
likely a turtle egg would taste
good for a snake's breakfast.

A LETTER FROM HOME

areas In nearby Waldo and Lincoln

county.
The progeny of birds nesting in
these areas aril] provide the bulk of
early shooting
of what we call

"natives."
The thing

that help*

the most that costs so

little

hat

means

so

much to that loneb boy
•t-iTwaft

is a letter from home
- —-----Bv Ralph W

DON’T NEGLECT HIM AT "MAIL CALL”
This column will be printed each week in the interests
of the men in the service. The addresses of service n.cu and
Items concerning them will be most welcome an.! the tnirne Is
the words abo.e—“The thin;; that helps the musi and means
so much to that lonely bov Is a letter from home.'*

and Mrs Floyd M. Elwell, 21 Cor
as street, Bath, is participating in
exercise Snow Fall" the Armj-Air
Force Winter war game underway
at Camp Drum, N. Y , as a member
of the 11th Airborne Division's
503d Regiment. The maneuver, de
signed to test Winter equipment
and to teach techniques of Arctic
warfare, has brought 30,000 sol
diers and airmen to northern New
York state and its sub-zero tem
peratures. The 11th Division is from
Fort Campbell, Ky. Cpl Elwell, a
>quad leader with the 5O3ds Com
pany I, entered the Army on Feb
8. 1950 He received his basic train
ing at Fort Dix, N. J. A veteran of
Korean combat, he holds the Parachute Badge. Gliderman Badge, the
Combat Infantryman Badge, Occu
pation Ribbon of Japan, the Ko
William McLain
rean Service Ribbdn and the Pres
idential Unit Emblem. Elwell atPfc. William McLain, son of Mr.
tendeu Morse High School and was
and Mrs. Ashton McLain. Rock
employed by Jordan’s Restaurant.
land. after finishing his basic
training at Sampson Air Base. N.
P.l. Dennis I
Simmons has
Y., and a two months course in au
completed four weeks of Air Force
tomotive maintenance at The Ohio
Indoctrination training, Air Force
Trade School in Columbus, Ohio,
officials have announced at Samp
has been transferred to Tripoli,
son Air Force Base in New York
North Africa. He writes that he
During his first four weeks of
likes and would like to hear from
training, his Air Force career field
friends, his address: Pfc. William
was selected, following a confer
McLain. AP 21206790, 1603 MS
ence with a career guidance ex
Squadron, 1603 ATW, APO 231,%
pert and was chosen on the basis
Postmaster, New York, N. Y.
of the need6 of the service, his
• • • r
Sergeant First Class Donald G. persona! desires and his aptitude
French, 395 Broadway, Rockland, as determined by a series of scien
is participating in exercise “Snow tifically designed tests. He has
Fall,1' the Army-Air Force Winter learned the value of ciose-orderwar games underway at Camp drill, and is attending classes ln
Drum, N. Y., as a member of the mathematics, character guidance
11th Airborne Division's 503d Reg and customs of the service. Be
iment. The maneuver, designed to fore completing training at Samp
test Winter equipment and to son. he will also attend classes in
teach techniques of Arctic warfare, phychological and chemical war
has brought 30.000 soldiers and air fare and will be instructed in the
men to northern New York state proper use of firearms. He will
and its sub-zero temperatures. The complete indoctrination training
11th Division is from Fort Camp at Sampson on or about March 8.
Pvt. Simmons is the son
bell. Ky. Sfc. French, a member of 1982
Company L. holds the Parachutist of Mr. and Mrs Ivan H Simmons,
Badge. French is a former student Port Clyde.
• • • •
of Rockland High School.
• • • »
Donald E Curtis, age 17, 72
Cpl. Lawrence E. Watts, son of Camden street, Rockland, enlisted
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Watts of Ten in the U. S. Air Force, with rank
ant's Harbor, who is serving ln the of Private, it has been announced
C3. Army overseas would be by USA and USAF Recruiting sta
pleased to hear from friends at the tion at Post Office Building, Bath,
following address: Cpl. LawTence Maine. He was sworn in an Feb. 6,
E. Watts, RAI 1220264. Prov. Co. and will report to Sampson Air
SE532. APO 613, % Postmaster. Force Base, New York, as his ini
tial assignment. Pvt. Curtis is the
SanFrancisco , Calif.
• • » »
husband of the former Ann Marie
Pfc. Douglas E. Collins, whose Blood of Rockland. His parents,
wife. Mrs. Leatrice J. Collins re Mr. and Mrs. Edward Curtis live
sides at Union, is one of the recent at 38 Gay street, Rockland.
graduates of the Food Service
He applied for enlistment at the
School here. At the school, attend US. Army and U. S. Air Force
ed by soldiers and airmen from Recruiting Station, Post Office
posts and stations within the 2nd Building, Bath.
• • • •
Army area, potential Army mess
...
stewards and food specialists attend
classes in food preparation, sani
tation records keeping and prac
■
tice their art with the latest Army
equipment. Private Collins entered
the Army in September 1951.
Herbert Bean, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Bean, Appleton would
be pleased to hear from friends at
the following
address: Herbert
Bean 2103988, Co. 114. 25 Batt, 2
Reg. USNTC, Bainbridge, Md.
Cpl. Alan R. Elwell, son of Mr.

Veak, Run-Down
Men and Women!
’here’s Positively Nothing
Better Than FERRIZAN—

3 pick you right up and make you
tel that Life is worth living again
-when your condition, as is so
ften the case, is due to need of
lore essential vitamins, food iron
3r building up your blood with
odine for the ductless glands.
FERRIZtN is a true Recon tructive dietary supplement for
dose who may so sadly need its
enefits. rt is especially valuable
i simple blood-iron deficiency
nemia. which can be manifest by
redness on exertion, lassitude, an
all-gone” feeling of “no accounteos," yet when nothing seems
Tong otherwise
Give FERRIAN a chance to pick you right
p. increase your appetite, give
>u more energy from richer, redsr blood. FERRIZAN is sold on
positive. Money-Back Agreement
, after a 30-day trial, you do not
;em it has done real wonders for
>u.
___
Get genuine FERRIZAN today
GOODNOW’S FHAKMACY

Quite a repsonse of mail regard
ing
recent items here
One
of these, a long letter from W.
L. Stevens of Warren about Craw
ford Lake It is always a pleasure
to hear from Mr. Stevens, for al
though a veteran, fisherman in
Knox County and nearby waters
his enthusiasm has never waned.
Last time I talked to him person
ally on the shores of Seven Tree
Pond where he has a cottage, he
was as eager as a boy to tell me
where he found the fishing good.
Like scores of other fishermen
he deplores the presence of bass in
Crawford Lake, which he claims
from 1934 to 1936 provided the fi
nest salmon fishing in all his
years of experience. Here is what
Mr Stevens has to say in part:—
“I have fished Sheepscot, Georges
Alford, Crawford, Megunticook and
Jefferson Lakes and Sennebec,
Seven Tree. North and South Ponds
for the last 30 years and I still say
Crawford Lake was the best salmon
fishing I ever had.”
Over the years mentioned above
Mr Stevens caught many beautiful
salmon in Crawford ranging 3 1-2
to six pounds in weight, but he
doubts very much, now that bass
have established themselves well
there, if the future will ever see

9000-ton

Currituck,

fishing as good again.
Mr. Stevens adds “I like to catch
Lass as well as the next fellow, but
I do not believe bass and salmon
should be put in the same pond or
lake, and if anyone can tell me dif
ferent I will give up.”
In all his years of fishing at
Crawford he has caught only four
trout.
It is expected that the Knox
County Fish and Game Associa
tion will shortly attempt to have
salmon re-established at Crawfords
For the present it is receiving two
plantings of mature brown trout
per year
• • • •
Austin Davis of Cushing writes
of an experience while fishing a
Nova Scotia trout stream, in which
he observed that a mink had traded
and eaten the eggs of a female
turtle after she had deposited them
in the dry sand by the edge of the
stream.
Natures attribute of self balan
cing the desirable and undesirable
children of its family is an age old
chapter of the great outdoors of
which very little is known.
It is fortunate that ail snapping
turtle eggs do not develop into ma
ture turtles. If skunks, raccoons and

Lobster fishermen tell me that
they have never seen so many
whistlers, sheldrakes eiders and oldsquaws in around the islands of
the Mussel] Ridge as they have this
Winter.
The lower Georges and the Keag
Marsh have Wintered the largest
colonies of black ducks in recent1
years too, and with fresh water
areas of flowing water remaining j
□pen to almost constant feeding
since the close of the hunting sea
son, nesting time will probably see (
nearby island waters where nesting J
conditions are favorable sheltering,
many families of water fowl.
The recently completed nesting
area at Ruffingham Headow, a Fed
eral Wildlife project and the Edge-

Last year there were several duck
families along
Meadow Brook,
Nigger-Meadow and the Oyster

The western slope of Clarry Hill
goes well inside of the Lincoln
County line and its rather rapidly
rising foothills on the West starts
practically from the shore of Little
Medomak Pond.
A week ago Sunday my boys and
I fished in Union. The morning was
bright and the glass around 10
above when we left home. The top
of Ragged and Spruce mountains
were white with snow, but at home
the ground had been bare for days.
In Rockville there were traces of
left over snow. In West Rockport
there was an even covering of about
two Inches. At the foot of Howard
Hill kids were sliding and Grassy
Pond appeared to have several in
ches. When we drove off the high
way to park in East Union we found
around six inches in the level and
no indication that the heavy rain
of the previous day, which fell in
torrents at home even visited the
Union area.
My snowshoes, used but once in
1962, would have been handy
scarcely 10 miles inland: It seemed
hard to realize
Yesterday after a cloudless day
of very strong winds and severe
cold we heard on the radio that
portions of the State not too far
inland had the heaviest snowfall
ln 20 years, some places even up to
40 inches.
This morning (Feb. 16) South
Thomaston ls still snowless us is
most of the immediate coastal area
of Knox County, but Ragged and
Spruce Mountains still retain their
white covering of last Sunday
morning.

River.
Predation and poaching in Knox
County aee few duck families
through to 100 percent maturity.
•• • •
Mrs. Dorothy Y Russell of East
Friendship writes that Salt Pond
appears to be coming along well as
one of the county's favorite play
grounds. what with fishing, speed
boat racing, airplane landings and
recently horse racing on the pond,
there is practically year round act
ivity there.
Mrs. Russell owns 25 acres around
the pond with two dwellings and a
large chicken house on it and some
poultry equipment, which she would
like to sell. Her proposal offered it
as an ideal place for the K.C.F.&
G clubhouse.
•• • •
From my kitchen window look
ing 20 degrees east of magnetic
North at this time of year I can see
the lower elevation of the Rock
land end of Dodges mountain and
peeping over its ridge is the bald
face of the higher elevation of
Ragged Mountain some five air
line miles distant. Then evenly
spaced shortly below are the peaks
of Spruce, Pleasant and Meadow
mountains.
At the peak of Meadow the needle
of my compass rests exactly north,
and some 20 degrees west appears a
long slope and in the late after
The man who trusts everything
noon of Winter the refreshingly
blue crown of another good sized to luck should be sure his emer
gency brake is in good working or
rise.
Its location and distance puzzled der.

Pearson's Rival

Down In the Sunny South
Freem Young Takes His
Pen In Hand
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

With much interest I have been
reading politics in your nice pa
per. Am glad to learn that pos
sibly Mr Pike will oppose Senator
Brewster, as of course you know I
am for our Senior Senator It will
be surely Interesting to see them
oppose each otherr
Secondly:

The

candidates

for

President:
Payne
and
Baxter
boosting Oen. Ike; Brewster boost
ing Taft, etc.
I think I will shout for Joe Palooka until Oen. Douglas MacAr
thur is nominated at the Repub
lican Convention.
Please put this down, either for
or against me.: I predict Gen.
MacArthur will be nominated and
elected
I also predict Senator
Brewster will beat any opponent.
President Truman will beat anyone
except, Gen MacArthur.
We are enjoying our vacation
here. Been cold some days, no
snow or ice Thunks tor The Courier-Gozette, as it is part of us
here
Freeman 8. Young,
Box 214, Rockedge. Fla

4<

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS
For AU Chrysler Make Cars
Dodge - Ply mootb-Chrysler

DeSoto

Also Dodge Job-Bated
Truck Parts

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

SIS MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
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was taken out of mothballs in Au
gust. will be used to service longrange bombers and blimps in anti
submarine warfare as part of the
Atlantic Fieet Air Wings Com
mand. The Currituck has large
quarters for plane crews and can
carry thousands of gallons of avia
tion gasoline in addition to spare
parts.
On its last tour of duty, the
Currituck took Admiral Richard
Byrd to the South Pole in “Op
eration Highjump."
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★ Economy
★ Convergence
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★ Cleanliness
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which ' children.—Barre Times

Gul
with these features:

Irville E Luce, seaman, USN.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elston Luce
of 45 Main street, Thomas'on, is
on a "shakedown" cruise in Carib
bean waters aboard the seaplane
tender USS Currituck to prepare
crew and ship for anti-submarine
duty with the Atlantic Fleet.

Announcement was made yester
day by Adjutant General Murdock
A. Campbell that Bernard F. Free
man of Orange has been appointed
administrative officer of the 124th
Anti-aircraft Automatic Weapons
Battalion of the Vermont National
Guard. The new appointee will
have the rank of captain, but will
held the position on a civil status.
General Campbell reported. He
will be employed on a permanent
basis starting tomorrow and have
offices, in the state armory at■
Montpelier, where Headquarters
and Headquarters Battery of the
1124th AAA Battalion is located.
J Capt. Freeman will serve under
Lt. Col. Chester F. Laythe of Mid
dlebury, the commanding officer of
the battalion and will retain former
duties as executive officer. His adminstrative duties will include
periodical visits to other units of
the 124th Battalion at Burlington.
Bennington, and elsewhere in the
j state.
] A native of Rockland, Me., and
son of Mrs. Rose Freeman, Fret■ man completes his employment to
day with radio station WSKI where
he has served as sales representaI tive for the past four years. He
} has lived in Orange since June,
1947, and will continue his resi, dence there.
A veteran of World War II duty,
he began his career in the military
with the Maine National Guard.
His knowledge of anti-aircraft and
coast artillery weapons was ac
quired during over five years of
i war service. On active duty from
1940 to 1946, he served for about
three years with the harbor defense
| forces at Portland, Me., and also
for a short time in California. He
graduated from the field officers'
artillery school at Fort Munroe,
(Va., during the war years. His
Frank Taft
! civilian education included a year
Frank Taft, S. A. son of Albena , at Higgins Classical Institute at
Taft. Rockland who recently grad Charleston, Me., and attendance
uated from Bainbridge, Md., Navy at the University of New HampTraining Center and is now sta i shire.
After being discharged from
tioned on the U. S. S. Strong D. D.World War II military service, he
758
• • • •
I was employed for about two years
Richard O. Harper, seaman ap with a Rhode Island highway con
prentice, USN. son of Mrs Evelyn tracting firm. Since residing in
Harper of 20 Chestnut street, this area he has been active in
Rockland, is on a "shakedown" numerous civic affairs. He is a
cruise in Caribbean waters aboard ’ past president and charter member
the seaplane tender USS Currituck of the Barre-Kiwanis club and was
to prepare crew and ship for anti formerly co-chairman of the Red
submarine duty with the Atlantic Cross fund campaign, in 1950. He
is married and the father of two
Fleet.
The

Tyler

A Camden lady who signs her
self "Mrs. M." would like to know
the location of Easy street in that
town. She has resided there 29
years and never even heard of the
place before.
"Easy street" is an odious name
given to a small portion of Cam
den for certain activities alleged
to have taken place there during
the era of prohibition. Doubtless
the name had no place ln the of
ficial records of Camden as a town
but to the best of my knowledge
there were many people living
there 40 years ago who considered
the title quite appropriate.
Its location was directly left off
Main street at the foot of Bayview. A short lane between the J.
W Bowers plumbing shop and the
present Dougherty Brothers store,
ft was the main entrance to the
old Camden Anchor factory.

me to the point of getting out my
maps recently and I waa surprised
to And that it waa Clarry Hill ln
Union, the peak of which rises to
850 feet above sea level.

Ease of Operation
Health

Goodness

Satisi'arion/ Cooking Results
3est Biiv in a Decade

Enjoy All of These Benefits Now
‘V
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ELECTRICALLY!

COMPARE WITH RANGES SELLING FOR s50 MORE
tt lawAartn&id

The L & H “NORDALE”
No need to wait longer for your electric range, Mrs, Homemaker, for
here’s the most outstanding value we have had since 1941. It’s made by
one of the oldest and most reliable manufacturers in the electric range
business.
Glistening white porcelain enamel
your all-electric kitchen, at a price

Us

and just what you have wanted for
that compares with ranges sellingfor

850 tnore!
We have a limited number and they will go fast at this low price. Please
phone for a representative to call and give you complete details! No,
obligation whatever!

® Full size, 37 inches wide.

• Monotube surface units, easy to clean, fast,
even heating, 3 units.
• Handy cooker, in front, where you want it.
® Automatic oven temperature control.
® Full size oven, with waist-high broiler and
smokeless broiler pan . . . Fiberglas insulation.
® Large storage compartment.

® One-piece "wrap-around” body construction.

® Fully porcelain enameled . . . acid-resisting,
cooking top and back-guard.
® Divided cooking top . . . no crowded utensils.
® All switches on back panel . . . out ol children’s
reach.

Only

*159”plus sales tax

BUDGET TERMS: s24 down, $850 monthly

CENTR,
town

AINE
M'ANV

